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I marked a few grave sites on Lilljansberget and in Berghem on a map, before going on a first field study, October 2015.
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In the post-modern secular society the notion of  sacred is 
often reduced to stereotypes of  superstition and non-ration-
ality, or even going as far as to call religion a brainwash of  
society. But what is the difference between religion and faith? 
Is a religion necessary an inherent component of  sacred space? 
And finally, what is an existing and potential position of  sacred 
space in the contemporary urban landscape? To have a clear 
answer to all of  these questions, the conception of  sacredness 
itself  must be redefined and described.

One of  the most important concerns in the following inves-
tigation is to explore and reveal the differences between the 
sacred and the profane spatial experience and if  the specific 
ecclesiastical religion is crucial for such experience to achieve. 
It is clear that the environment we are living nowadays in is 
not smooth and monolithic. There are distinctive qualitative 
differences in space – the breaks in profane homogeneity. The 

thesis explores the occurrence of  such breaks in the urban 
tissue of  the city of  Umeå as well as the relevance of  these 
spaces for the city as a whole.

Yet another focus of  this study is to explore the future urban 
development processes in Umeå and how they incorporate or 
neglect the sites of  the sacred existence. The logic of  current 
urban sprawl is explicitly based on capitalist everlasting growth 
ideals, despite the very limited population of  Norrland. There-
fore, the thesis questions such a vision and urges to reconsider 
what is the real essence and the identity of  Ume river estuary.

The final step of  this Master Thesis is to speculate how the 
existing growth of  Umeå could contribute to expose and 
consolidate diminished sacred-spiritual cores of  the landscape, 
and to focus on the already existing quality of  the place rather 
than trying to invent one.

Abstract
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Introduction

Prelude I 
Matters of  Concern

The issue of  sacred space is one of  the most complicated and 
inconsistent topics in architecture, urban planning and other 
spatial disciplines. It is a space that somehow reflects ethe-
real unearthly ideals, yet, more often than not, designed and 
created by humans. As a result, the role and the appearance 
of  such spaces in a post-modern society is not clear and the 
experience of  sacredness itself  is often reduced to stereotypes 
of  superstition and ignorance. This uncertainty and arbitrar-
iness emerged for a number of  reasons. First of  all, the one 
true definition of  what the sacred is and how it is experienced 
spatially is missing. Second of  all, it is generally believed that 
the sacred as a spatial manifestation exists only in a sphere of  
religious architecture, such as churches, cemeteries or monas-
teries for instance, neglecting the possibility of  non-institution-
al sacredness. Finally, in the post-modern Western society built 
on capitalist profit-driven ideals, there is less and less attention 
left for the irrational and primordial side of  human habitat, 
making the cities well-ordered and scripted machines to live 
in. Therefore, this book proposes to reconsider the role and 
the appearance of  sacred space in contemporary society, by 
revisiting the origins of  its architectonic interpretation and its 
development through time.

Despite the fact that the title of  the work is intended to stress 
the contemporary issues related to sacred space, the seculariza-
tion of  the Western society is not a recent process whatsoever. 
Desacralization of  urban space apparently already started in a 
second half  of  last millennium with ideas of  the Age of  En-
lightenment later followed by the rationality of  Industrializa-
tion era and was concluded with the 20th century modernism 
movement where the sacred experience was finally pushed out 
of  the city by the clarity and repetition of  architectural form 
(Aureli 2011, p. 148-149). To stay within the example of  the 
Christian Church, a church building in the medieval Europe, 
dominating the silhouette of  a town as the most important 

political object, was later gradually substituted by a town hall 
tower, for instance, during the Italian Renaissance, or a factory 
chimney in the 19th century. Finally in the 20th century a 
church verticality was overwhelmed by the modern commer-
cial high-rise towers. Arguably, the political, almost repressive, 
role of  the Church might have overwhelmed the more impor-
tant sacral experience back in the middle ages. Nevertheless, it 
is an illustrious example of  the constant change of  values in 
the society, moving towards a secular way of  living. 

However, throughout the history of  architecture and urban 
planning there were few significant, yet extremely rare, 
attempts to rethink, or in some cases even reshape a city as 
an explicitly sacral experience. As Foucault (1984) accurately 
pointed out that the contemporary space might not yet be 
entirely desacralized, not like the time, for example, which was 
desacralized during previously mentioned Industrialization 
era. In his famous lecture ‘The Other Spaces’ he wondered if  
“perhaps our life is still ruled by a certain number of  oppo-
sitions that cannot be touched, that institution and practice 
have not yet dared to undermine;” (Foucault 1984). By these 
oppositions Foucault meant: private versus public, family 
versus social, cultural versus useful space and space of  leisure 
versus space of  labour. All of  these oppositions are expressed 
by an “unspoken sacralization” that still exist in a contempo-
rary society. Hereinafter, I intend to provide three examples 
that illustrates Foucault’s once expressed idea of  an unspoken, 
yet real sacredness of  spaces we inhabit.

In chronological order the first example - also the most 
radical one - Pope Sixtus V initiative of  re-planning of  Rome 
drawn in 1588 by Antonio Bordino. Bordino brings up sacred 
landmarks, such as churches, ancient remnants and other 
monuments, as a structure of  the city or a tabula rasa, leaving 
everything in between a changing and fluid environment (Au-

The millennium of  fading sacredness

0.1. Previous page - symbols of  forest or trees from ritual Sámi drums. 
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0.2. Pope Sixtus V re-planning of  Rome by Antonio Bordino, 1588. Bordino shows sacred landmarks as a structure of  the city or 
a tabula rasa, leaving everything in between a changing and fluid environment.
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reli 2011, p. 100). Later, in 1748 Giovanni Battista Nolli drew 
the famous ‘Nova pianta di Roma’ - map showing cavities and 
open spaces in Rome including the interior of  churches. This 
map is often misinterpreted as a public versus private high-
light, whereas Nolli actually shows an urban constant: streets, 
squares, churches and other temples as permanent in contrast 
with domesticity of  a city block (Aureli 2011, p. 109). Last 
example - ‘Le Antichita romane’ - an atlas of  Roman civiliza-
tion architectural remnants in the city of  Rome and surround-
ings, was conceived only 36 years later by Giovanni Battista 
Piranesi. Piranesi documented the remaining pieces of  ancient 
Roman architecture, at the same time trying to reconstruct and 
interpret the missing parts. With ‘Le Antichita romane’ he also 
proposed a different view of  the city as a puzzle or islands 
of  antiquity with exceptional highlight on representation and 
cartography (Aureli, 2011, p. 118). By no coincidence all these 
examples are from the city of  Rome which always attracted a 
great deal of  interest as a sacral landscape superimposed by a 
number of  historical layers of  sacredness - from pre-Christian 
Roman times with remnants of  its magnificent temples, to me-
dieval and later ages as a heart of  Christianity. Thus, the works 
of  Bordino, Noli, and Piranesi, as well as the city of  Rome 
itself, are remarkable inspiration and reference in this work on 
the role of  contemporary sacred space.

Therefore, it is evident in probably all capitalist culture, in 
all the western world, that the sacredness of  space is under 
retrenchment. In spite of  the few tries to turn the idea of  the 
city around, the desacralization of  our environment during the 
last millennium is constant. Thus, I shall call it the millennium 
of  fading sacredness, when effusive networks of  knowledge 
threatened the irrational, yet vital sacrality of  space. As now 
we have entered a new millennium, what will it be like?
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0.3. Giovanni Battista Nolli, ‘Nova pianta di Roma’, 1748. The map shows cavities and open public spaces including the interi-
or of  churches. It is often misinterpreted as a public versus private highlight, whereas Nolli actually showed an urban constant: 
streets, squares, churches and other temples as permanent in contrast with variable city block (Aureli, 2011).
0.4. Next page - Giovanni Battista Piranesi, ‘Pianta di Roma’ from ‘Le Antichita romane’, 1784. An atlass of  Roman civilization 
architectural remnants in the city of  Rome and surroundings. Piranesi documented the remaining pieces of  roman architecture, at 
the same time trying to reconstruct and interpret the missing parts. With ‘Le Antichita romane’ he also proposed a different view 
of  the city as a puzzle or islands of  antiquity and history with exceptional highlight on representation and cartography.
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Sweden is well known as one of  the least religious countries 
in the world. According to The Global Index of  Religiosity 
and Atheism (2012), only 29% of  Swedes claim to be religious, 
compared with 59% globally. Secularity of  the country became 
official in the year 2000, when the Church of  Sweden was sep-
arated from the state and since then Swedes do not automati-
cally become members of  the Church at birth. This separation 
law makes Sweden the only country in Scandinavia without 
an official state religion (Svenska Kyrkan 2016). Nevertheless, 
there are many active religious communities across the coun-
try like Islamic, Catholic Church and Orthodox Tewahedo 
Church, as a result of  an active immigration during the last few 
decades, or free churches (Frikyrkor) - independent religious 
communities characterized by Evangelical, Pentecostal, Meth-
odist and Baptist elements (Swedish Institute 2015). Yet, the 
Church of  Sweden, without the official status as state religion, 
still prevails as the biggest and most influential ecclesiastical 

institution, with more than 6 million members which makes up 
to 65% of  the whole population (Svenska Kyrkan, 2014).

The Church of  Sweden (Svenska Kyrkan) is Evangelical 
Lutheran Church and is closely related to the history of  the 
country since 1536 when Gustav I Vasa separated the church 
from the Roman Catholic Church (Roberts 1968). Howev-
er, since the separation from the state in the year 2000, the 
Church is losing its members rapidly - averagely 1% per year 
and, therefore, is a curious example of  an institution in re-
trenchment (Svenska Kyrkan, 2014). An institution which over 
hundreds of  years established itself  a prominent position in 
the cityscape and countryside, is also in possession of  various 
assets of  around SEK 40 billion, with its total annual costs up 
to about SEK 2.7 billion (Svenska Kyrkan, 2014). To be able to 
maintain more 3 600 churches and other buildings all over the 
country, the Church of  Sweden levies a tax (kyrkoavgift) of  

The fame of  secular Sweden

Visits of  The Church of  Sweden, 1990-2014 (Svenska Kyrkan, 2014).
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1% of  members’ income, because it receives no financial sup-
port from the government (Svenska Kyrkan, 2014). Hence, the 
current loss of  memberships is really worrying, yet happening 
process. The institution is shrinking, the question is only how 
it is going to sustain and control this retraction process?

In spite of  thousands of  churches, chapels and other architec-
tural landmarks, the Church of  Sweden provided the nation 
with one of  the finest piece of  its heritage – Skogskyrkogården 
(the Woodland cemetery). The cemetery is one of  the latest 
human built UNESCO heritage sites in the world and only the 
second one built in the 20th century. It is also the only ceme-
tery in the UNESCO World Heritage List so far (Skogskyrkog-
arden). What made this site so unique, was architects Gunnar 
Asplund’s and Sigurd Lewerentz’s effort to rethink the idea of  
ordinary cemetery and propose a notion of  sacred landscape 
instead. The idea these architects presented was a composition 
consisting of  monumental, yet vibrant and changing axes, lead-
ing to main chapels and other points of  orientation, coexisting 
together with natural-like forest and untouched characteristic 
topography. The cemetery when finished proved the possibility 
of  human-created sacred territory not only to be conceivable, 
but also tangible once more. Hence, this heritage site is a fine 
illustration of  how to reveal the presence of  the sacred experi-
ence devoid of  any superficial religious symbolism. At present 
the Woodland cemetery is being visited by religious as well as 
secular guests, and all together admitted as the sacred space of  
a contemporary society.

To slightly narrow the subject, the focus of  this thesis is placed 
on the northern Sweden city of  Umeå. Being a quite small 
city in the context of  Sweden, Umeå municipality is the fastest 
growing urban area in the Norrland (Umeå Kommun 2011). 
The current growth is sustained mostly because of  the internal 
migration from the inlands of  the country to the coastal areas 

by the sea. Consequently, with no such official administrative 
subdivision ever existed, the city considers itself  a capital of  
Norrland. Moreover, the local politicians are trying to push for 
the image of  a modern and trendy city, often ignoring an an-
cient cultural heritage of  the place. Therefore, in the advent of  
capitalist visions of  secular post-modern city and the fostered 
urban growth, the future role of  sacred spaces is in doubt. 
In the following parts I and II of  the book, I am finding and 
revealing whatever sacredness is left in the environment of  
Western welfare society in Umeå, and explore possible spatial 
reasons of  the undergoing decline of  the Church of  Sweden 
itself. Finally, if  possible I want to counter and deny the fame 
of  Sweden as one of  the most secularized countries in the 
world, introducing, perhaps, a different notion of  what sacred 
space and how society is perceiving it.

0.5. Next page - Skogskyrkogården (Woodland cemetery) in Stockholm - the Unesco heritage site designed by Gunnar Asplund 
and Sigurd Lewerentz (1917-1940). The architects introduced  completely new understanding of  cemetery as a sacred landscape 
and interpretation of  Nordic forest instead of  the usual metropolitan burial grounds with their endless rows of  monuments and 
widespread artificial layout. Most of  the focus was put upon the existing topography and greenery of  the place as an alternative 
tool to emphasize the experience of  sacredness (Skogskyrkogarden).
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In this book I will respond to the concerns mentioned before 
by experimenting with few fundamental hypothesis of  the 
work, as follows.

In the first part of  the research I focus on discovering and 
revealing the vast variety of  different sacral atmospheres that 
still exist or have some traces left in the post-modern city of  
Umeå and the county of  Västerbotten. The Swedish society is 
claimed to be more and more secular in the terms of  religiosi-
ty, but it may be that the domestic environment is not yet fully 
desacralized. I believe that, save for the Protestant Church, 
which of  course has its own unique character, the rest of  the 
profane urbanity is not entirely homogeneous likewise, in the 
sense of  spatial and spiritual quality of  experience. Moreover, 
the same could be said about human behavior, which is still 
full of  ecclesiastical and even pagan beliefs and rituals. Hence, 
by looking back at the origins of  ancestral Nordic spirituality 
and its different manifestations, both material and ritual, that 
are still there for observation, I intend to restore the awareness 
of  Ume river valley as a rich, ancient and dynamic cultural 
landscape.

In the second part, for the sake of  symmetry and consistency, 
the attention shifts towards the Church of  Sweden itself  – the 
dominating institutional religion in Sweden - and its many-fold 
appearances in the city, observing the spatial qualities of  archi-
tecture and its surroundings, as well as the layers of  traditions 
and politics. I verify that a loss of  importance of  a church as a 
political object in a context of  the profane city throughout the 
history is evident, which is most likely caused by the drop of  
architectural criteria for sacral place. Therefore, in my opinion, 
it could be a key for the Church to rethink its own physical 
appearance and to bring the quality of  sacred experience back 
to religious architecture. I propose a few scenarios across the 
city, concerning the way ecclesiastical sacred spaces are placed 

within the contemporary urbanity, and exploiting the unusual 
juxtapositions to serve as a delineating, exposing toolkit. 

Lastly, in the final part of  the work, I intend to be more pro-
jective and speculative in regard to the future of  a sacred space 
as such and its role in the contemporary society. The city is ex-
pected to increase in population almost two times in the next 
35 years and is undergoing heavy urban changes as a result 
(Umeå Kommun 2011). The Church of  Sweden, on the con-
trary, is experiencing yet never seen shrinkage as an institution 
(Svenska Kyrkan, 2014). Consequently, both, non-religious an-
cestral localities and the ecclesiastical sacred spaces in the city, 
are under threat of  being overwhelmed by urban sprawl and 
implosive densification. Hence, I propose a different reading 
of  the city, where sacred spaces possess an important role as 
a core or a backbone of  the emerging conception of  cultural 
sustainability that would focus on sustaining and exploiting key 
cultural and semantic characteristics that constitutes a place, 
instead of  relying on widespread architectural landmarking and 
branding.

Hypothesis
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I believe that, save for the Protestant Church, which of  course has its own unique character, the 

rest of  the profane urbanity is not entirely homogeneous likewise, in the sense of  spatial and 

spiritual quality of  experience.

In my opinion, it could be a key for the Church to rethink its own physical appearance and to 

bring the quality of  sacred experience back to religious architecture.

I propose a different reading of  the city, where sacred spaces possess an important role as a core or 

a backbone of  the emerging conception of  cultural sustainability. 
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Prelude II 
Variations of  the Sacred: From Religion to Faith

Before any further investigation and research, there is a need 
to clarify as much as possible the terminology in the following 
work, to avoid any ambiguities and misuse. It is a challenge, 
to say the least, to achieve this in an academic world always 
desired almost scientific clarity and rigour in a fundamen-
tally irrational and subjective discussion about religion and 
sacredness. The architectural research of  sacred space is so 
inconsistent that there is still much space for interpretations 
in questions such as, what is the difference between religion, 
faith and spirituality, for instance. Or is a religion an inherent 
component of  sacred space? Yet, most importantly, what is the 
sacred and what spatial expression it possess? Thus, to have a 
clear picture of  the many-fold terminology and phenomenol-
ogy of  the sacred and how it is being used and interpreted in 
this work, the notion of  sacred space itself  must be set up and 
adapted to issues of  the local context of  Umeå. 

Also it is crucial to point out that any definition explaining 
sacredness is highly personal and subjective, because the 
experience of  spirituality is contextual and unique, depending 
not only to a cultural background, but also varies from person 
to person, providing a multitude of  possible notions and defi-
nitions. Nevertheless, in my opinion, it might be possible to 
trace some common belief  or consensus of  what fundamen-
tal qualities constitutes a sacred space. Therefore, I will put 
together a set of  principals or guidelines to help distinguish 
places of  interest in the research parts I and II. However, be-
fore providing my own interpretation and definition of  sacred 
space and its embodiment in the city, I intend to glance briefly 
over the most relevant attempts to define the sacred and its 
spatial manifestations.

Firstly, I think it is necessary to stress the previously men-
tioned independence of  a religion and the sacred, by separat-
ing the two terms completely. I have no intention, however, 

to claim that a particular religion is not related to any kind 
of  sacredness whatsoever. On the contrary, I want to express 
their interrelation and coexistence, but as two separate inde-
pendent phenomena. I will start with a wider and arguably 
older notion of  the sacred. One of  the most appreciated ex-
planations is apparent in the work of  Mircea Eliade – famous 
Romanian-American historian of  religion and philosopher. 
The first possible definition of  the sacred for Eliade is that it is 
the opposite of  the profane (Eliade 1961, p. 10). Eliade points 
out that the sacred is shaped by the experience of  space and 
its qualitative difference from the profane space. For him the 
sacred space is something of  a completely different order, a 
break of  continuity of  time and space. In this sense, the con-
nection to any institutional religion is not a crucial counterpart 
of  the notion of  sacred, yet often present. 

Alternatively, Harold W. Turner (1979) proposed that the 
sacred space is a clear part or an element of  any religion, 
consequently it is unlikely to exist without any ritual activities. 
Therefore, the sacred is the presence of  some kind of  worship, 
or more like a trace of  it. In more recent thoughts on the sa-
cred, Jonathan Z. Smith writes that the sacrality is never given, 
it emerge in a specific situation, because of  human struggle to 
map and inhabit a place. “[…] there is nothing that is inherent-
ly or essentially clean or unclean, sacred or profane. There are 
situational or relational categories, mobile boundaries which 
shift according to the map being employed” (Smith 1993, p. 
291). Here Smith brings up territorial or even cartographic 
aspects of  the sacred. He refers to a map as a map of  cosmos 
– inhabited, thus known human world. Hence, it is clear that 
the sacred space is directly connected to ritual human activity 
and it is not eternal and consistent, but on the contrary – 
shifting, moving and changing its appearance or fading along 
with indigenous traditions of  the land. Moreover, the sacred 
as a spatial experience means a completely different quality 

Defining the sacred
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of  locality to the ones we inhabit every day, full of  signs and 
marks of  human touch, yet carrying a message of  existence of  
non-humane irrational order.

Meanwhile, a religion in general is a political institution, in its 
essence is used as a tool for guiding and ruling population. The 
main indications that distinguish a religion from any faith is its 
hierarchical order of  offices and canonized dogma. The same 
hierarchy is also being employed in the architecture of  church-
es and other temples where the belfry tower (in Christian 
culture) or a minaret (in Islamic culture) until perhaps as late 
as the end of  19th century used to dominate a cityscape and 
countryside as an indirect symbol of  almost oppressive power, 
as Smith explains:

Religion is a distinctive mode of  human creativity, a creativity 
which both discovers limits and creates limits for humane existence. 
What we study when we study religion is the variety of  attempts 
to map, construct and inhabit such positions of  power through the 
use of  myths, rituals an experiences of  transformation.

(Smith 1993, p. 291).

On the contrary, taking the old Sámi faith as an example of  
non-religious sanctity, there was no clear hierarchy neither 
in the group of  shamans – Sámi “priests” and healers, nor 
in the sacred places. Almost without exception (sacred Sámi 
mountains is a clear hierarchic visual symbol of  the axis of  
the world) Sámi sanctuaries were ascetic setting of  rocks or a 
strange-looking tree for instance (Bäckman, Hultkrantz 1985, 
p. 29). Therefore, it is important to point out that, on the one 
hand, no religion is possible without a sacred space – a main 
political tool of  inclusion and exclusion, safety and fear alto-
gether. On the other hand, existence of  sacred space is entirely 
possible without the presence of  any religion whatsoever. The 
main difference of  these two opposite sacred spaces is how 

they are conceived – as an obviously human built architectural 
volume to gather and control or a nature-like space filled of  
hidden meanings and myths.

At this point I feel the need to make myself  clear, that in this 
thesis I am not in favour of  any of  these two quite different 
manifestations, but as the title of  the work suggests, I am 
interested to explore the possible role of  these sacred spaces 
in the secularizing post-modern society. In my opinion both - 
religious and “natural” sacred spaces are crucial for the future 
of  meaningful living environment to prevail, yet they are both 
threatened with different sets of  issues. The protestant Church 
of  Sweden still acts a significant spatial and social role in the 
contemporary city, nevertheless it is losing its identity as a 
place of  worship, as a modern sanctuary. The non-religious 
sanctity, however, is yet a very little discussed notion that I de-
velop in this book, based on spatio-historical semantic reading 
of  a territory, which is yet to get its foothold in the contem-
porary society and city planning. All in all, from many possible 
discourses and ideas of  the sacred and religion, I am further 
focusing and developing this two-fold understanding of  sacred 
space: the architectural religious conception of  sanctuary with 
its fading spatial traditions and diminishing political power, and 
the notion of  territorial landscape sacredness with its present 
obscurity and immateriality.
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In 2010 the survey made by Eurobarometer showed that only 
18% of  swedes believe there is a God (2010, p. 381). As we 
already discussed the fame of  secular Sweden it is obviously 
not so of  a shocking result. Although, what is more interesting 
that in the same survey as many as 45% of  the whole popu-
lation of  Sweden admitted that they believe in some sort of  
spirit or life force. This mean that there is likely more than 4 
million of  people in Sweden who have some spiritual beliefs or 
inner faith perhaps and doesn’t feel that they want to express 
that in a traditional “institutional” sanctuary. Thus, in this book 
I am also questioning the possibility of  secular spirituality and 
its manifestations in the post-modern society, how this con-
siderable part of  society could relate to the place they inhabit 
everyday by practicing and regenerating their faith, whatever 
expression it might have, in meaningful and qualitative rich 
spaces? And finally, revealing what these places are or could be 
in the contemporary urbanity and how they help to shape the 
city and the country to become a better place to live?

To begin with, let’s go back the notion of  secular spirituality it-
self. Since it is so personal, and differs from person to person, 
we can only speculate what it really is about, but fortunately, 
there is some vague evidence and indirect facts that allows us 
to do that in a more or less precise manner. I will start with 
a more obvious example of  still very popular Swedish rituals 
and festivities such as Walpurgis or Midsummer Eve which are 
few of  the most highlighted holidays during the year, gathering 
massive crowds in many different parts of  the country (Swed-
ish Institute 2015). Likewise, despite the rapid decrease of  
the membership of  The Church of  Sweden, the ecclesiastical 
celebrations and rites are as effectual as ever. The St. Lucia 
day is probably the most famous Swedish tradition, when 
kids and adults dress in white, sing church hymns and carry 
candles – the symbol of  light during the darkest period of  the 
year. Also, it is nothing surprising that such Christian traditions 

(with some pagan background) as Christmas and Advent still 
prevail as the most popular festivities of  the year, celebrated 
by both religious and secular parts of  population (Swedish 
Institute 2015). Eliade was explaining this phenomena with a 
theory that our lives are still full of  remains of  ecclesiastical or 
even pagan views and rituals that is well visible in the rituality 
of  the society: “To whatever degree he may have desacralized 
the world, the man who has made his choice in favour of  a 
profane life never succeeds in completely doing away with re-
ligious behaviour.” (1961, p. 20). Hence, despite a secular way 
of  living, the behaviour of  individual is yet dependant on the 
social ritual punctuations in the flow of  secular time and space.

Another, a bit more personal example that comes across my 
mind is the Polar Circle Center in Norway that I myself  have 
visited in October 2015. Found on the high mountain near 
the main road leading north, it is a small pavilion-like building 
with seasonal cafeteria, souvenir shop and a small museum. 
The building itself  is nothing remarkable but the place has 
a strange sacred feeling to it. The landscape is a completely 
desolate territory as it is on the top of  the mountain where 
almost no flora or fauna could be found. It almost feel as it in 
the middle of  nowhere. Yet there is a human touch to it, and 
I mean neither the pavilion building, nor the monument of  
the polar circle. The territory few hundred meters in distance 
around the building is covered with human built various size 
stone pyramids, from tinny ones of  ten or twenty centimetres 
to few ones that are over few meters in height. There is no 
particular reason why someone started to build those struc-
tures there, but most definitely it is not related to the fact that 
it is the polar circle, morel likely people that visited the place 
were inspired by the austere power of  the Nordic landscape 
and the fragility of  human being that is so evident there and 
perhaps decided to leave a mark that could communicate 
with future spectators (some of  the pyramids even have some 

The possibility of  a secular spirituality
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message written on them). This appearance, as a landscape of  
monuments, have a ritual character to it that distinct it from 
the surrounding desolate land, and therefore have a feeling 
of  sacred space, where despite being alone, one can feel the 
presence of  many via the sings they left.

On the whole, one could conclude that a non-religious person, 
or a person who does not believe in God is not necessary 
without any spiritual beliefs at all. Even in the most secular 
post-modern society there are still breaks of  different kinds 
of  sacredness in the continuity of  profane space, in similar 
manner as in the personality of  secular man, which is punctu-
ated by various traces of  worship and other religious acts. As a 
whole, one might even call it the inner faith that is expressed in 
a form of  ritual via social interaction for instance, or in a form 
of  solitude, reconnecting to other human beings with similar 
beliefs via traces they leave, or even in a form of  behaviour 

caring about the surrounding environment and staying aware 
of  the ideals of  the others. The secular spirituality exists, so 
we might as well stop pretending that people act like some 
capitalist machines – producing and consuming, not having 
any ideals or faith. Thus, we also should plan our cities not as 
a storage meant for those machines to be (ware)housed, but 
rather as a historically rich, sensible and meaningful experience 
that is easy and familiar to relate to.

0.6. Above - fields of  stone pyramids around Polar Circle Center in Norway. Non-religious sacrality of  the place is evident, as a 
combination of  the power of  hard and wild Nordic landscape with the touch of  humane rituality.
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To perceive the importance of  sacred space for the living envi-
ronment and to properly explore the possibilities and qualities 
it provides, a new terminology or even spatial discipline is 
needed. Since the beginning of  modernism after the Second 
World War, there is already much focus put on the homoge-
neity of  the city as clean, precise and aesthetic experience, 
therefore, in my opinion, the counterweight discourse on het-
erogeneity of  human habitat is to be established next (Aureli 
2011, p. 46). The famous French philosopher Michel Foucault 
did precisely that already in 1970’s with his thoughts about 
“the other spaces” that he called heterotopias.

To begin with, it is crucial to mention that desacralization of  
the world (the state, the education, the city and the country) 
that we see today expressed or covered under the words like 
secularity, post-modern society or even the evolution of  
science, was present since the begging of  the Enlightenment 
era in the 18th ct. The principal goals of  the age of  Enlight-
enment were liberty, progress, reason, tolerance, fraternity 
and ending the oppression of  the church and state (Zafirovski 
2010). This ongoing desacralization and homogenization of  
our living environment urged Foucault to draw all the atten-
tion of  spatial disciplines on the ‘spaces of  absolutely different 
order’.

Now, in spite of  all the techniques invested in space, despite the whole 
network of  knowledge that enables us to determine or to formalize it, 
contemporary space is perhaps still not entirely desacralized (apparently 
unlike time, it would seem, which was desacralized in the 19th ct.). To be 
sure a certain theoretical desacralization of  space has occurred (the one 
signaled by Galileo’s work), but we may still not have reached the point 
of  practical desacralization of  space. And perhaps our life is still ruled 
by a certain number of  oppositions that cannot be touched, that institution 
and practice have not yet dared to undermine; 

(Foucault 1984)

In his thoughts about ‘Des espaces autres’ Foucault constantly 
proves and this way unintentionally agrees to the previously 
highlighted ideas of  Eliade that we most certainly do not live 
it a homogenous and empty space. Instead, we inhabit an envi-
ronment full of  qualities and even fantasies or myths perhaps 
(Foucault 1984). The qualities that delineate an environment 
could be quite an extremes. For instance, light ethereal, trans-
parent space in opposition to a dark, rough, encumbered space 
or a space that is flowing like water to a fixed one, solidified, 
like stone or crystal. So, it is evident, that such great minds of  
20th century struggled a lot to bring up the heterogeneity of  
our world as value to be preserved and pursued. For we do not 
live inside a void, or a blank sheet that could be formed and 
coloured according to our need and wishes, on the contrary, 
as Foucault stated that “we live inside a set of  relations that 
delineate emplacements that cannot be equated or in any way 
superimposed” (1984). This way the notion of  heterotopia 
as an overarching set of  principals or these relations came to 
light.

The term heterotopia itself  is well known and common in 
medicine, in the field of  architecture and urban planning was 
unheard before and was introduced for the first time to an 
audience of  Parisian architects in a lecture ‘Des espaces autres’ 
(the other spaces) in 1967 by Foucault (Sohn 2008, p. 42). With 
heterotopias he was relating to a certain state of  space and 
environment rather than a human body. Despite the lecture 
was read only for closed group of  people, soon the message 
got spread and attracted much interest as an idea or base for 
new conception of  urban planning, which is based on abso-
lutely different and radical places to the ones we inhabit every 
day (Sohn 2008). However, ‘Des espaces autres’ was released 
as a publication only in 1984, and immediately caused a stir 
between spatial disciplines around the world.

The other places
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Explaining this quite complicated and elaborated spatial no-
tion, the first step must be a look back to the original medical 
use and perception of  the term. In medicine, heterotopia re-
fers to presence of  a particular tissue type at a non-physiologi-
cal site, but usually co-existing with original tissue in its correct 
anatomical location, explains Dorlands Medical Dictionary (as 
cited in Sohn 2008, p. 42). Borrowing this terminology from 
the medicine Foucault intended to use in it a slightly differ-
ent manner – as an antonym of  utopia, but also maintaining 
heterotopias’ non-harmful, yet abnormal appearance. When 
introducing heterotopia in his lecture, he put utopia first, as an 
unreal place with no intention to be realized.

First there are utopias. Utopias are emplacements with no real 
place. They are emplacements that have a general relation of  direct 
or inverted analogy with the real space of  society. It is society itself  
perfected, or else it is society upside down but in any case, these 

utopias essentially are fundamentally unreal spaces. 
(Foucault 1984)

Then heterotopia, on the contrary, is described for the first 
time as realized utopias, or real utopias. Places of  inverted 
order, but localizable anyway. Places that are at the same time 
mythic and real contestation of  the space we live in. 

There are also, and this probably in all culture, in all civilization, 
real places, effective places, places that are written into the institu-
tion of  society itself, and that are sort of  counter-emplacements, a 
sort of  effectively realized utopias in which the real emplacements, 
all the other real emplacements that can be found within culture, 
are simultaneously represented, contested and inverted; a kind of  
places that are outside all places, even though they are actually 
localizable. Since these places are absolutely other than all the 
emplacements that they reflect, and of  which they speak, I shall 

0.7. Above - fields of  stone pyramids around Polar Circle Center in Norway. Non-religious sacrality of  the place is evident, as a 
combination of  the power of  hard and wild Nordic landscape with the touch of  humane rituality.
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call them, by the way of  contrast to utopias, heterotopias.
(Foucault 1984)

Hereinafter, Foucault provided us with a number of  exam-
ples of  what heterotopia is or was: retirement home, prison, 
cemetery, cinema, garden, museums and libraries, fairgrounds, 
the Polynesian vacation village, Turkish hammam, Scandi-
navian sauna, brothel, Jesuit colonies in South America and 
many more. Each of  these places represents different kinds of  
heterotopias in the lecture explained by six principals (Foucault 
1984). However, for the sake of  clarity of  the work, I will con-
centrate only on few of  them mostly related to the heterotopia 
as a sacred space.

The second principal describing heterotopias introduced by 
Foucault was exemplified by a notion of  cemetery, which 
always existed in western culture as an important part of  the 
city in medieval ages and later as a separate city of  the dead or 
the “other city” (most often located outside of  the living city) 
in later ages (Foucault 1984). This heterotopic place contain 
the idea of  unreal city or a shadow urbanity to which everyone 
at the real city is connected to, as they have relatives resting 
there. Thus, because of  the idea possessed in western culture 
of  making ones body as an eternal sign of  ones existence, the 
place of  cemetery is explicitly sacral and untouchable. This 
cultural notion is valid for all the other burial sites as a sacred 
traces of  the past. 

Then there is a fourth principal – heterotopia as an accumu-
lation or a break of  time. According to Foucault, heterotopias 
are most often linked to a certain period of  time and it starts 
to function fully only when one experiences an absolute break 
in one’s traditional time. As in the example of  a cemetery, 
where one is in a close touch to the death and fragility of  life 
and constantly “dissolves and fades away” (Foucault 1967). 

Thus, it is obvious that cemeteries, as well as any kind of  
graves or burial sites are extremely different places to the ones 
of  our everyday life that are related to eternity and instanta-
neousness of  human life. Furthermore, explaining the fourth 
principal Foucault brings another example of  heterotopia as a 
collection of  times, a place where the time accumulated indef-
initely. Yet the space itself  is outside of  time, not affected by 
it. The most obvious constitution of  the fourth principal is a 
library or a museum in its general idea – an ongoing archiv-
ing of  history, thus having certain sacrality to it as the other, 
almost unreal place, however, localizable anyway (Foucault 
1984). 

Concerning an architectural reflections of  heterotopology, 
M. Christine Boyer (2008, p. 64) claim that only one project 
during those years, when Foucault presented his ideas of  ‘Oth-
er spaces’, was exploring similar problematics, as the rest of  
architectural elite was still possessed by the idea of  modernist 
rational and beautiful cities. It was OMA competition entry in 
1972 called “Exodus or the Voluntary Prisoners of  Architec-
ture” that speculated about the self-imprisonment in modern 
ideals of  welfare, capital and of  course architecture. The work 
explores and admires the terrifying power of  architecture; such 
as the Berlin wall, which inspired Rem Koolhaas (co-founder 
of  OMA) to propose a similar walled, yet voluntary enclave 
in a center of  London in a powerful manner. And as Boyer 
observed, the project was an accurate and sharp allegory to 
critique ‘the visionary architecture and naïve optimism of  the 
1960s’ (2008, p. 65). But also it was multi-layered and deep 
enough to provide many different re-interpretations. Because 
of  this different heterotopic approach, and critical reading of  
our understanding of  the modern city, Koolhaas’s works will 
be a valid reference or point of  departure for the speculative 
part of  this thesis.
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0.8. Exodus or Voluntary prisoners of  architecture, Rem Koolhaas’ 1972 Architectural Association thesis (together with Madelon 
Vreisendorp, Elia Zenghelis, and Zoe Zenghelis). Inspired by the architectural power of  the Berlin Wall Koolhaas proposed a 
speculative architectural intervention in the middle of  London where voluntary segregation is possible be self  imprisonment in an 
enclave made by two parallel enormous walls. Inside a comfortable, well ordered life is carelessly flowing in contrast to the harsh 
and chaotic rhythm of  capitalist city (Boyer 2008, p. 65).
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Prelude III
Methodology: A Retroactive Role of  an Architect

This thesis is being written in a wake of  worrying times, when 
rapid urban sprawl and various corporate vast developments 
are taking over a more traditional understanding of  the 
architectural design process, when single architect evolves a 
site specific concept and oversees its completion. The scale of  
present urban developments is terrifying, where the leading 
role in the design team is taken by the board of  investors 
with their own sets of  values and ideals, more often than not, 
purely based on financial gains and profit than social gains and 
architectural qualities. In fact, architect himself  is in most cases 
not needed at all, as all the designing and projecting tasks can 
be done by engineers in a more efficient and “doable” way. 
Architect as a profession is facing a crossroad - to follow the 
orders and wishes of  the financial power structures or perhaps 
to challenge the en-rooted capitalist ideals as interdisciplinary 
specialists able to steer the urbanization processes for the sake 
of  the society instead. Therefore, one of  the main focus or the 
pulse of  this book is to rethink the role of  an architect in the 
changing paradigm of  the architecture profession, to recon-
sider methods that are in use for the designing process, and to 
counter the opinion of  an architect as a slave of  wild capitalist 
dreams of  never stopping infinite growth. In the following text 
I propose two main approaches used in this work that could 
bring much desired change of  how our living environment is 
treated.

The main method of  this master thesis on sacred space is 
mapping. It is a method of  exposing various, from the first 
glance invisible interrelations be revealing objects, processes 
and different power structures in a cartographic form. Cartog-
raphy itself  in a most basic form is an old art of  composing 
and reflecting the view of  the world, whatever the scale might 
be: from the globe perspective to a single city or a neighbour-
hood. But there is much more to it than this. According to 
James Corner, famous landscape architect and theorist, the 

mapping is an art of  re-making territory time and time again, 
getting different results despite the same area (Corner 1999, 
p. 213). He also suggests that mapping and thus cartogra-
phy might be a powerful emancipating tool for architects to 
possess: “We have been adequately cautioned about mapping 
as a means of  projecting power-knowledge, but what about 
mapping as a productive and liberating instrument, a world-en-
riching agent, especially in the design and planning arts?” 
(Corner 1999, p. 213). Most of  the professional architects, 
however, sees mapping only as an analytical tool, gathering 
information and putting it on the flat paper surface, where no 
creativity or imagination is needed and the real designing starts 
only after the mapping is done and often forgotten (Corner 
1999, p. 216). Instead, I suggest that we would look back at the 
cartography not as a supplementary procedure, but as a project 
in itself, capable of  reformulating and bringing back anew 
what already exists, without initiating superfluous urban pro-
cesses. Mapping is neither subsidiary nor representational tool, 
Corner insists, but has a twofold operational purpose: firstly 
digging, finding and exposing and later relating, connecting 
and structuring (Corner 1999, p. 225). 

This notion of  mapping as double operation in the same 
manner splits the work of  this thesis into two halves or stages: 
a cartographic/reflective, focusing on finding and reveal-
ing certain layers of  sacredness, and speculative/projective, 
aiming to empower available potentials to be transmitting to 
the public. In the case of  speculative/projective stage it is a 
creative step of  mapping to build upon the proposed different 
understanding of  a city. Speculation as a method of  shaping 
the city should not be mistaken with a fantasy or a utopian 
proposition, I rather take it as a highly critical, sharp and 
straight forward suggestion of  a different approach, often not 
considered because of  political, competency or mere financial 
reasons, yet technically completely possible and valid. Only 

Methods of  approach
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with a speculative approach is possible to project and expose a 
full potential of  a specific territory, without any superimposed 
situated limitations and subjective restrictions, as it is not 
intended to be realized in any sort of  form. The sole purpose 
is to re-frame the understanding of  the area and to reveal its 
invisible semantic, geological or even mythological dimensions.

To sum up, in the framework of  this dual cartographic ap-
proach an architects craftsmanship can be fulfilled in its full 
potential – as a mediator between different ideologies and 
priorities of  profit driven capital enterprise, the general society 
and other specialist such as archaeologists, historians or geog-
raphers, who currently have no say in the ongoing planning 
of  our future living and work environments. The mediator as 
an in-between role would have no interest in basic material 
tools of  forging an answer with a local design proposition, but 
would take a retroactive, purifying stance of  redirecting and 

re-framing the overwhelming wave of  present urban sprawl. 

Still, the most important task for an architect is to regain the 
trust of  people as a specialist who represents their daily needs 
and to restore architecture as a product made for people by 
architects (in contrast to the notion of  a wide spread develop-
ment term were architects are often not present and archi-
tecture itself  is arguably not existent at all replaced by vague 
volumes and numbers of  square meters).

“Mapping is not subsequent to but prior to landscape and formations. In this sense, mapping is 

returned to its origins as a process of  exploration, discovery and enablement. This is less a case of  

mapping to assert authority, stability and control, and more one of  searching, disclosing and en-

gendering new sets of  possibility. Like a nomadic grazer, the exploratory mapper detours around 

the obvious so as to engage what remains hidden.”

(Corner 1999, p.225)
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Given the broad topic of  sacred space and quite complicated 
field of  ecclesiastics in architecture intertwined with history/
archaeology and at some point even mythology, to make it 
more coherent, the thesis work is structured into introduction 
and three major narrative parts: Sacred Landscapes, Politics of  
Ecclesiastics and Archipelago of  the Ethos. All parts are divid-
ed into several chapters each of  which is focusing on a specific 
case or issue. Part I - Sacred Territories and Part II - Politics 
of  Ecclesiastics could be read as parallel, almost independent, 
investigations resulting out of  the introductory build-up, with 
their own subjects and conclusions. Part III - Archipelago of  
the Ethos, however, is more speculative and straightforward 
stage of  the thesis that is constituted in a form of  manifesto. 
It is also important to point out that despite the obvious linear 
flow of  the work, the thesis should not be read as generic 
architectural project with a traditional stages of  brief, analysis 
and proposal, but rather as a study or a cartographic laboratory 
with naturally evolving and quite unexpected outcomes and 
critique.

To briefly overview each part of  the work the thesis begins 
with three preludes (previous pages) that intend to gently 
introduce the topic of  sacred space in contemporary society 
and highlight the specific aspects of  it that are to be explored 
more deeply in the further investigation. Preludes consists of  a 
set of  short essays, and the hypothesis that presents main ideas 
and questions related to each of  the subsequent three parts. 
The Part I - Sacred Territories investigates the different and 
ancient notion of  the sacred in a form of  landscapes in the 
province of  Västerbottens and the city of  Umeå. Next is Part 
II – Politics of  Ecclesiastics explores the Church of  Sweden 
as the biggest and most prominent religious institution in the 
country, also exposing issues and tendencies that follows it 
as the rapid exodus of  members and the loss of  political and 
architectural importance in the contemporary city. The final 

piece of  the book – Part III – Archipelago of  the Ethos is 
the most dynamic and projective part combining the layers of  
information from the previous two parts and composing an 
ethno-topographic manifesto for Umeå in 2050 as the main 
outcome of  this master thesis. Hence, Part III concludes and 
culminates the book in a creative, yet precise manner.

On the whole, as mentioned before, the flow of  the work 
has a natural transition from a reflective toward a projective 
approach. The shift happens at the final chapters of  the Parts I 
and II wrapping up these two parallel lines of  investigation as 
a preparation for the concluding manifesto piece. 

Thesis structure

Previous page - Mind map of  sacred. Diagram analyzing the complexity of  the topic, evolving and clustering into the chapters. 
The light gray shadow representing content that is explored in more depth in the book.
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Introduction

Part I - Sacred Territories

Part II - Politics of  Ecclesiastics

Part III - Archipel-
lago of  the Ethos

Structure of  the thesis. The work consists of  four parts: Introduction, Sacred Territories, Politics of  Ecclesiastics and Archipelago 
of  the Ethos. The introduction to the thesis is made by three preludes introducing the topic from different angles and each of  the 
consequent parts consists of  separate chapters investigating different issues. 
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Chapter I 
Sápmi - The Sacred Land

Thousands of  years before the first Scandinavian tribes came 
into the peninsula, nowadays known as Scandinavia, people 
were already living there (. These people are called Sámi and 
the land where they herd their reindeer is called Sápmi. The 
human activities in Sápmi land can be traced back as much 
as 10.000 BC and it is believed that Sámi people are direct 
descendants of  this prehistoric culture that left many traces 
in forms of  petroglyphs and stone formations as there is no 
evidence that it was replaced by other tribes or civilizations. 
(Spår från 10000 år) (Galdu 2007). The chapter pinpoints and 
highlights the living patterns of  Sámi people in Västerbottens 
province: a culture of  nomadic life, reindeer grazing and the 
sacred land.

Sápmi in English commonly known as Lapland, is a land 
traditionally inhabited by Sámi people, is located in Northern 
Europe and includes the northern parts of  geographical region 
of  Fennoscandia . The land stretches over four countries: 
Norway, Sweden, Finland, and Russia. Although, Sápmi is not 
recognized as a separate de jure country, it has some jurisdic-
tional powers as there are few organizations representing Sámi 
rights in these four countries (Samiskt Informationscentrum). 
The Sámi even has their own parliament which is located in 
northern Norway town of  Karasjok. It is not a self-governing 
body, though, and has a role of  rather representative institu-
tion protecting Sámi rights and heritage (Samiskt Information-
scentrum).

Sámi are the only indigenous people of  Scandinavia recog-
nized and protected under the international conventions of  
indigenous peoples, and are the northernmost indigenous 
people of  Europe. The main activity and the reason of  
constant migration of  Sámi people is reindeer grazing. Today 
there is only around 20 000 Sámi in Sweden, but most of  them 
still lives a semi-nomadic life, following their deer herds every 

season - from inland mountains in summer, to the seaside in 
winter (Samiskt Informationscentrum). Hence, these indige-
nous people are depended on the vast Nordic landscape, as 
the climate and the nature shapes the patterns they live. Thus, 
Sámi has completely different understanding of  the sacred, 
from more usual sacred artifacts as rock or tree, to a natural 
formation such as creek or hill or even sets of  landscapes 
including a whole mountain range for instance.

But all this unique idea of  the sacred land is fading away from 
people memories, because there is many threats and obstacles 
such as mining industries or forestry, for Sámi to keep their 
nomadic lifestyle (Mikkel Nils 2009). The Norrland region 
itself  by the south based government is often considered only 
as a land of  resources and exploit than a place of  ancient 
culture and nature sacredness. Therefore, a map “Cultural 
patterns” (see the next page) redraws a land of  Västerbottens 
(one of  four lands in Norrland) as a landscape full of  patterns 
of  the sacred and the profane manifestations of  landscape - 
from reindeer herding sites and routes to the pattern of  Sámi 
sanctuaries - instead of  taking northern Scandinavia as a polar 
desolate. 

To maintain the awareness of  centralized exploitive ideals of  
the government in Stockholm, the map is drawn in a colo-
nial-like cartography, which always used to have a political 
agenda of  showing the land and, thus, maintaining the power 
over it. But instead of  highlight the power structures and in-
frastructures of  the land such as administrative centers, roads, 
railways, or resources as forests and mines, the map is focusing 
on the true and enduring value of  a place, the one of  people 
and the traces they left. 

Cultural patterns

Previous page - 1.1. Reindeer symbols from a ritual Sámi drum. 
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1.2. A Sami family in Norway around 1900. The picture was probably taken in 1896 around the Kanstadfjord near Lødingen, Nor-
dland. The adults on the left are Ingrid (born Sarri) and her husband Nils Andersen Inga. In front of  the parents are Berit and 
Ole Nilsen. The lady on the right is Ellen, sister of  Ingrid. In front of  Ellen are the children Inger Anna and Tomas. The children 
of  Inger Anna are reindeer herders still today (Vesteraalen Info).
Next page - Sami ethno-cartography - Västerbottens province (for the full map see the Atlas of  Sacral Umeå)
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In the 18th ct. most of  the Sámi people were forced to take 
Christian religion. Sámi spirituality considered to be `heathen-
ism’, which was defined as general superstition and witchcraft. 
Most of  the rite drums - the main sacral instrument and 
symbol - were taken away and destroyed (Bäckman, Hultkrantz 
1985). The thousands years old mysterious shamanic, animistic 
and nature faith was on a verge of  fade away. Today there is 
very little information about the old Sámi beliefs left, but what 
remains broaden our understanding of  sacred space vastly: 
from sacred artifacts or even wild landscape to the power of  
symbolism. “Forbidden faith” explores Sámi spiritual world 
and its spatial manifestation if  the land of  Västerbotten.

Sámi faith (and I intentionally not using the term “religion”) 
is a set of  beliefs deities that has some features of  animism, 
shamanism and generally is a polytheistic faith (Bäckman, 
Hultkrantz 1985). However, it had neither centralized high 
seat nor a canonized dogma of  any kind, which are integral 
attributes of  a generic religion. Quite the contrary, many 
different features of  the faith varied form tribe to tribe, and 
there was no single understanding of  it as a singular unifying 
supernatural cosmos or pantheon of  same gods and mythol-
ogies (Bäckman, Hultkrantz 1985). Nonetheless, there are few 
unifying aspects that today still allows us to understand it as a 
shared order of  Sámi lives. 

The first one is noaidi - the Sámi shaman who used to be the 
main spiritual leader of  a tribe, also often carried out some 
other functions as basic healing and advise (Samiskt Informa-
tionscentrum). One of  the principal tools of  noaidi was a drum 
used in rituals. The Sámi rite drum is a unique and valuable 
source of  information about the world, culture and lifestyle 
of  these indigenous people because of  its ornamentation and 
graphical appearance. On the drum the structure of  the Sámi 
world is visible, let’s take for example a heliocentric drum (see 

p. 46-47) where the sun and its deities are shown in the middle, 
surrounded by the gods of  sky and under-word. In between 
these worlds the daily life such as hunting and grazing is hap-
pening. All this is expressed by various symbols and simplistic 
drawings which represented the writing of  the Sámi (Thuleia). 
Today, only few remaining drums illustrates the pure power of  
symbolism and sacralization of  nature and the land - the radi-
cally different understanding of  the sacred that is fading away.

The second one is Sámi sacred landscapes that are scattered 
all over the northern parts of  Fennoscandia, from Karelia 
to the Norwegian sea. I chose few distinctive examples of  
these sites as reference points of  natural sacredness that are 
still conceived as such at the present. Some of  them are even 
declared reserves or national parks because of  the significance 
of  coexistence between a wintry wild Nordic nature and the 
spiritual traces of  humane culture.

I will begin with one of  the most important sanctuaries and 
cultural reserve of  Sámi people - Atoklinten mountain in 
Västerbotten. There are a variety of  relics from as early as 
neolithic period in a form of  hearths, camp sites, storage 
facilities, traces of  reindeer grazing, mysterious stalotomter 
and various tombs. Local Sámi worshiped the mountain and 
sacrificed to it. If  they ended up in the emergency or accident 
they cried to Atoklinten for help (Länsstyrelsen Västerbot-
ten). Another significant and well known Sámi sanctuary is 
Áhkká - the mountain massif  in Stuor Muorkke national park 
in Norrbottens. It has twelve individual peaks and ten glaciers. 
The name is originated from the Sámi mythology where Akka 
is a goddess who stood for all the wisdom and beauty in the 
world. In the Sámi tradition it is a holy mountain, and by 
other visitors it is admitted as a place of  mystique and mystery 
(Bearfoot North 2014). Final example is a landscape formation 
called Basseuksa, or “The Holy Door” in Sámi is located in 

Forbidden faith
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1.3. Atoklinten. Sacred Sámi montain in Västerbotten. 1.4. Áhkká. The mountain massif  in Stuor Muorkke national park in Norr-
bottens. 1.5. Basseuksa. Meaning “The Holy Door” in Sámi is located in Padjelanta nationalpark, Norrbotten.
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Padjelanta nationalpark, Norrbottens (Sveriges nationalparker). 
It is one of  the best-known Sámi holy places in Sweden.

The third and final aspect of  Sámi faith is sacred artifact or 
monument positioned in certain sacred site called seita or sieidi 
(Silvén 2012). There are few types of  these objects from which 
a most distinctive one is a big piece of  rock usually placed on 
top of  few smaller rocks, providing an illusion of  lightness 
and supernaturalism. The sieidi also can be a setting of  big and 
strange looking stones with ornamentations or an unnaturally 
shaped tree stump. The latter can also be carved to represent 
specific deity, as in an example of  Saiva Moura - the sacred 
tree in Sámi (Silvén 2012. These places were considered spiri-
tual ‘focal points’ and Sámi worshiped them as gateways to the 
world of  spirits and gods. At these sieidis sacrifices were made 
and rituals performed (Silvén 2012).

1.6. Seita (a big piece of  rock usually placed on top of  few smaller rocks) on Lögdåkullen mountain, close to Fredrika, Västerbot-
tens. 1.7.  Sámi sacred place on top of  the mountain Suallivare in western Finnmark, Norway. 1.8. Sámi sacred place with crosses 
and bow called Solfarsklipper Knud Leem in Finnmark Norway, drawing from 1767. 
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1.9. Saiva Moura - the sacred tree and worship place of  the Nordic Sámi. 1.10. Wooden Sieidi. this sieidi was moved from Sorsele 
area, from the shore of  lake Överst-Juktan in 1925 and now is exhibited in Nordiska museum in Stockholm.
Next page - 1.10. Heliocentric drum - a picture of  Sámi cosmos (Silvén 2012) (Thuleia).

“My wooden sieidi stood in the Ranby area, close to the shore of  Överst-Juktan alongside the 

brook coming from Äilesvarre, called Ailesjokk. ...The sieidi is genuine, and it was not unusual 

for people in this remote valley to make sacrifices to the gods until very recently. There is much su-

perstition, and I spoke with ladies at the old folks’ home who knew of  this god and were absolute-

ly horrified that their vicar had taken the sieidi away from the holy brook.”

Nomadic school inspector Axel Calleberg to Ernst Manker, Nordiska Musset, on 12 December, 1944.
(From the exhibition in Nordiska Museum 2015)
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Chapter II 
Changing Landscapes

3500 years back. The picture of  the place where Umeå now 
sits is completely different. There is no river valley, actually 
there is no river at all, only vast fjord with rocky shores and 
few archipelagos with wooded tops and narrow straits in 
between. However, there were people. A culture of  fishermen 
and hunters who settled in this ever-changing dynamic land-
scape. They left traces of  indigenous and mysterious culture 
that can be spotted in the juxtaposition to urban environment 
of  nowadays. The chapter “Changing Landscapes” explores 
the natural phenomena of  tectonic uplifting and how it influ-
enced the layering of  civilizations and the constant run of  the 
city after the water. 

The tectonic uplift, also known as post-glacial rebound is the 
rise of  land masses that were depressed by the weight of  ice 
sheets during the last glacial period, through a process known 
as isostatic depression (England, Molnar 1990). Its extremely 
apparent in the northern part of  Sweden where the uplift is 
constant and relatively rapid. It is estimated that the land is 
rising approximately 1cm per year (Spår från 10000 år). This 
phenomena had a devastating effect on the city of  Umeå 
which was re-founded in the beginning of  17th century few 
kilometres down the river, because ships could not reach 
the original harbour anymore (Eriksson 1975). The same 
procedure was executed in the end of  19th century when 
the harbour was moved 10 more kilometers downstream to 
Holmsund (Umeå Kommun 2016). While the city was running 
after the water, it left many layers of  history behind almost 
untouched - layers thousands of  years older than the city of  
Umeå itself. 

Ume river estuary has always been an attractive and conven-
ient place to dwell. It is one of  the longest river in Norrland, 
streaming out of  the mountaintops far away in Norway. Before 
the active exploit of  rapid Nordic rivers for hydroelectric pow-

er, Ume river likely has been suitable for transporting various 
goods from the inland (Umeå Kommun 2016). Therefore, the 
widespread opinion that these coastal lands were permanently 
inhabited only during medieval ages seems questionable, to say 
the least, as a relic of  a colonial attitude. It becomes evident, 
when known archaeological sites around and in the city are 
superimposed with the different water levels representing an-
cient coast lines. The biggest agglomeration of  archaeological 
sites containing various evidence of  dwelling sites and various 
human activities such as fishing, hunting and craftsmanship, 
are located in the western part of  the city - around Umedalen 
in the left bank and on the Lidberget in the right bank of  Ume 
river (Smeds 2010), p. 3). The reason is that this area was an 
estuary of  the river some 3000 to 6000 years ago and was an 
important trading and dwelling site. Moreover, archaeological 
research in 2010 proved that some of  these camps were per-
manent, and were abandoned only because of  the retreating 
water (Smeds 2010), p. 6).

The same reason that caused the abandonment of  these 
coastal villages also guaranteed the preservation of  their 
archaeological layers underground, as the next generation was 
likely to move closer to the water to start a new camp site. As 
the result, today the contemporary city sits just below of  these 
ancient places of  life and death that are so close, yet invisible 
and unknown for the general society. The layering of  different  
cultures and historical periods is a unique quality of  northern 
Scandinavia, that should be exposed and maintained as an 
inherent part of  a Nordic city. 

The running city
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Current and the next page - Changing landscapes. A tectonic uplift caused phenomena that influenced unstoppable water retreat, 
and thus the constant run of  the city after the sea. The map shows 1500 BC, 1500, and current water levels in the area around 
Umeå and pinpoints the changing position of  the city throughout time. (for the full map see the Atlas of  Sacral Umeå)
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Chapter II 
Changing Landscapes

There are more than 20 known cairns from different time 
periods scattered all over Umeå. Some might say that they are 
just piles of  stones or a rocky ground, others might explain 
that these ancient formations are invaluable or irrelevant, but 
there is a undeniable different atmosphere there. It somehow 
feels that these stone settings were arranged by humans on 
some purpose. Stunning extreme juxtaposition to a contempo-
rary urban environment, topographically distinctive positions, 
dense and gloomy forested backgrounds - all these qualities 
contribute to a feeling of  a sacred space, which is without its 
people and their beliefs anymore, nevertheless, a sacred space 
still.

The “redundant heritage” is a remark of  the state of  prehis-
toric burial cairns, dwelling places and other archaeological 
sites in the city of  Umeå. The city is driven by the visions of  
an speedy urban growth and metropolitan branding which are 

often colliding with, what seems like an unwanted identity of  
a primordial cultural landscape. The protection that these sites 
should get is vague and unclear, often to be decided in distance 
by the National Heritage Board in Stockholm. Consequently, 
the city slowly but steadily is being cleaned of  ancient cultural 
layers that are barely touched by a proper archaeological 
survey, to save time and profit. Enormous infrastructure 
projects, big housing and commercial developments, exploitive 
industries such as forestry and mining - are all threatening this 
“superfluous” heritage not to be preserved for future gen-
erations. Hence, the notion of  Umeå birth as a 17th century 
colonial base for “wild” inlands to be tamed, can become real, 
crossing  and purging out all the possibility of  any ancestral 
presence in the contemporary and progressive city - the capital 
of  Norrland.

The redundant heritage

1.11. Cairn and the ritualistic remains burning ceremony. Illustration by Constantin Tica from the information panel in Tomtebo. 
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1.12. Remains of  a cairn in Lilljansberget. 1.13. A cairn in Tomtebo. Explored an surveyed in 1991 and restored to an original 
state.
Next page - 1.14. Remains of  cairns in Berghem. In the background - preschool building and children playing around the stones.
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However, everything is not only black or white. To blame only 
the big developers such as “Baltic Gruppen” or “NCC” as 
totally ignorant of  ancient Nordic culture and heritage is not 
completely right. A general overarching strategy is needed in 
the level of  city planning where the most important decisions 
reaching decades into the future are made. The commercial 
developers are usually involved only in the last stage of  the 
project, when stopping the process of  housing or infrastruc-
ture construction is almost impossible because of  vast sums 
already invested. About the issues of  archaeological heritage 
preservation and the struggles to navigate between the big 
powers of  investors and the opinions of  society, I was discuss-
ing with archaeologists Ellinor Johansson and Berit Andersson 
from the Västerbottens Museum in Umeå.

First of  all, it is necessary to explain how and when the pro-
cess of  archaeological investigation is being executed. Berit 
Andersson quickly points out that almost all the archaeological 
sites that we know today in Umeå such as campsites and graves 
are found just because of  some kind of  planned construction. 
The reason is simple - a developer, before starting any big scale 
construction, firstly must order and fund an archaeological 
survey, provided the area is in a certain risk zone (some known 
sites are nearby or soil types and topography are favorable 
for prehistoric dwelling or other historic cultural activities) 
and nothing has been built there before. This, according to 
Andersson, is at the same time a flaw of  the system and an 
opportunity for the archaeologists to learn more about ob-
scure cultures of  stone and bronze ages. Many distinctive and 
valuable artifacts, graves and dwelling formations have been 
found around and in the city with the financing of  commercial 
companies. The downside of  this process is that everything 
that is being found sooner or later will have to be removed, to 
make way for planned constructions. It is rather a nihilistic and 
self  destructive existence that archaeologist are facing in the 

times of  welfare and growth.

A different view is, that while cleaning the city face out of  an-
cient traces of  human activity, the archaeologist are collecting 
much needed information and knowledge about the heritage 
and historic time period they are approaching. Andersson 
explains: “Today the archaeological investigation is more like 
a lottery - we drill a hole or, in the best case, uncover a surface 
of  the land, and look if  there is something of  interest there. 
But with a certain amount of  knowledge, we would be able to 
say exactly where to look for it, and therefore we could stop 
some developments in very early stages.” Ellinor Johansson 
even adds that Umeå might be seen almost as an archaeo-
logical laboratory of  the Northern Sweden. She believes that 
because of  these vast and swift housing and infrastructural de-
velopments the city is undergoing today, in the future it could 
be a good example for other similar Nordic cities, such as 
Luleå or Skellefteå, of  how to expose, preserve and maintain 
the heritage they have.

Finally, our conversation slightly shifts towards the future, to 
speculate how the municipality in Umeå could approach and, 
perhaps, even counter this issue of  fading history. Anders-
son insists that, to begin with, it is a problem of  an attitude: 
“When we try to tell entrepreneur or politician that there 
might be something valuable there, and we should try to pre-
serve it, they have only one repeating question - “why? why? 
why?”. Most of  the residents of  Umeå are simply not aware 
of  the history of  the place before 1600s and, thus, have no 
affection for the prehistoric heritage. “How can someone value 
something if  they don’t even know it exists?” - asks Johansson. 
“We need people like you - architects here, who might be able 
to explain and reveal the rich history this place has... I think 
you should join us!” - Berit jokes in the end. Or perhaps she is 
serious.

Note: the date of  the interview - 06-04-2016, Västerbottens Museum, Umeå.
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“It should start with an education, in preschools... There they should stop teaching children that 

this city is only a few hundred years old, and before there was nothing...”

Berit Andersson, archaeologist at the Västerbottens Museum

1.15. Uncovered top soil and archaeologists in the examination process north of  Umedalen, 2012. The group of  dwelling sites 
and an unique grave is found. Liselotte Svanborg (back) and Ellinor Johansson (front) in the image. 
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Extract from “Särskild arkeologisk utredning” - Supplementa-
ry investigation in 2010 for the construction of  road section 
within E12 / E4, west link, Umeå Municipality, Västerbotten 
County. (Translated from Swedish)

The supplementary report showed nine relics, of  which 6 are 
assessed as permanent ancient monument, 3 as other cultural 
remains. Another previously known relics has been assessed as 
permanent ancient monument.

Within and in the vicinity of  the investigation area numerous 
prehistoric settlements were registered. The disposition of  the 
water level and finding materials places them in the Neolithic 
period (4000-1800 f. Kr) as well as in the Bronze Age (1800 - 
700 f. Kr). At the place called “Klockarbäcken / Prästsjödiket” 
was a tomb of  previously unknown type that was dated to the 
period 1790-1520 f. Kr. In the pit was found arrowheads un-

common stone materials as well as bronze spearheads. When 
the tomb was arranged the site was an island outside Ume river 
estuary. This grave is unique in Vasterbotten - it is of  a type 
which is not visible above the ground and is in a slump, unlike 
the later grave types. This tomb was marked only by a sparse 
stone setting.

The supplementary archaeological investigation revealed four 
settlements, three dugouts, 2 charcoal pits and one finding 
place. Archaeological site encountered (obj.nr 32) together 
with a dwelling place (obj.nr 31) is in Umeå Country 600. A 
new assessment of  a previously known pitfall was carried 
out (Umeå City 531: 1). The recording charcoal pits of  this 
appearance are not well known and has a great potential for 
new knowledge about charcoal burning and charring related 
activities in the county.

1.16. Flint (left) and lead bullet (right) with pieces of  iron and textile. 1.17. Settlement fireplace with burnt bones.
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U M E D A L E N

B A C K E N

West highway link: proposal option“ö Prästsjön” overlapping with a layer of  know historical sites (Trafikverket 2016). Note that 
the grey colour represents archaeological sites that has been removed already.
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The space is never homogeneous. The environment is either 
built or natural, consists of  solids and voids and the land is 
hard or soft, low or high. For the society this non-homogene-
ity implies that some spaces are more significant than others. 
This interpretation might be very personal and subjective 
for each individual but there are certain conjunctions to be 
explored.

Religious people often conceives a world made of  three 
cosmic levels: the underworld (bad, evil), the earth (themselves, 
other people) and the heaven (good, eternal aspiration). This 
cosmos of  humanity can be expressed in a notion of  axis 
mundi - the axis of  the world, which sometimes is explained as 
a universal pillar which has foundations underground, pierce 
the earth and finally touch the sky (Elliade 1967).  According 
to Mircea Eliade such a cosmic pillar can be only in the center 
of  the universe with the habitable world surrounding it, and 
where the passage of  one cosmic region to another is made 
possible (from earth to heaven or underworld or vice versa). 
This passage or communication can be expressed certain imag-
es (ladder, vine, tree, mountain, etc.) all of  which refers to the 
same notion of  axis mundi (Elliade 1967). 

At this point, for the sake of  symmetry, and to avoid too close 
juxtaposition with the Christian religion, it is crucial to relate 
back to indigenous tradition of  the ancient Scandinavian 
ancestors who settled in the lands which now are conceived as 
Umeå at 5000-3000 BC (Umeå Kommun 2016). Also, taking 
some examples from the unique olden faith of  Sámi people. 
To start with, the tribes of  southern Scandinavians (forefathers 
of  the Norse people) and their primeval faith is still in an ob-
scurity at the present. What remains to interpret their cosmog-
ony are burial cairns and dwelling sites along old-time coastline 
of  the retreating sea - the tops of  the hills today. The rocks 
are the objects that convey the message of  their spirituality in 

built forms of  cairns, circles, labyrinths or even stone ship-like 
formations (Spår från 10000 år). 

On the contrary, there is much more information left about 
the animistic, shamanic Sámi faith which was still dominating 
the Norrland some 200 years ago. There are some authentic 
artifacts preserved that tells about the life and rituals of  Sámi 
people (see “Forbidden faith” p. 42). But what is more relevant 
here is Sámi’s spatial manifestations of  the sacred. From the 
previous chapter it is evident that the most of  Sámi sanctuaries 
are in the form of  landscape: rocks, mountains or even whole 
territories including groups of  mountains (Spår från 10000 
år). Thus, it is evident that the notion of  axis mundi as a sacred 
mountain is present in the Nordic tradition as an orientation 
point in the vastness of  the land.

Therefore, one might reinterpret the non-homogeneity of  the 
contemporary living environment by identifying the hills of  
the city as the break in continuation of  the profane, non-dis-
tinctive space, carrying a message of  ancestral mystery and a 
spirituality of  land. Thus, to exemplify the importance of  these 
topographical land shapes for the city, I am bringing up several 
cases along the history of  Umeå.

Initially, explicitly visual is the cartographic heritage of  
Northern coast of  Sweden. The purpose of  these maps was 
onefold and clearly colonial - to mark the territory, highlighting 
towns and, most importantly, the division of  arable land and 
forest (Spår från 10000 år). The strange feature of  these maps, 
however, is the topography, or to be more precise - how the 
hills and mountains were distinguished from the rest of  the 
environment, as some kind of  monument or a landmark in the 
flatness of  land. It seems that hills were crucial visual objects, 
not only as an orientation point, but also as place to relate to, 
as to the center of  the world.

Chapter II 
Landscape as a Sanctuary

The isles of  Umeå or the axis mundi
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1.18. Part of  Umeå city map from 1693 with Rödberget shown in the middle. 1.19. Part of  Ön and Tegs’ map in 1783 with Ham-
rinsberget in the middle.
Next page - Site revealing map. Relating to correlation of  bedrock and topography to expose sites of  primordial sacredness in 
Umeå.

Throughout the history there are many examples of  how the hills 
of  the city were used and reused. Back in the beginning of  14th 
century when people from the southern Sweden started to settle 
the lands near the river called Vma, the topography was a key 
feature of  a place, providing not only the protection, but also the 
visibility. The first wooden church was built on the hill, and the 
village started to emerge east of  the church also on the higher 
ground (Spår från 10000 år). However, three centuries later the 
city was re-founded on the completely flat and low land few kilo-
metres downstream, since ships couldn’t reach the old harbour 
anymore because of  the occurring land lift (Umeå Kommun 
2014). Nonetheless, the surrounding hills became even more 
spatially significant objects in the otherwise quite flat river valley.

Perhaps the most distinctive hill in the history of  Umeå is 
Hamrinsberget, named after the Johan Olof  Hamrin, a land-
owner how possessed the plot of  agricultural land on the hill 

in the second half  of  19th century (Forsberg 2013). The hill 
peaks over the center of  the present-day Umeå and was always 
closely connected to the city, as it provided great views, both 
of  the river valley and the town itself. Later, around 1930s 
even the ski jump trampoline was built and close to it a local 
sports club “IFK Umeå” had a party place called “Solliden” 
(Umeå skidbacksförenings UPA arkiv. 2015). It appears that 
the hill played many roles for the city, but it has never had 
been unimportant and insignificant

At the present, hills of  the city are yet again in the change, 
but this time being developed as housing or commercial areas 
(Umeå Kommun 2014). Seemingly the ancient mysticism, 
enduring sanctity and the historic value of  these high grounds 
must be put on the spotlight to preserve the uniqueness of  
layered culture and the heterogeneity of  the otherwise rather 
desanctified and profane city of  Umeå.
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Descriptive intervention is rather a method than an outcome 
that I am proposing. Intervening from outside and describing 
processes happening inside, instead of  imposing certain design 
or structure that traditional intervention is considered to be, 
it rather is a sensitive and intuitive approach which is needed 
to grasp the cultural and spiritual layers and potentials of  a 
sacred space, be it religious one like a church or a natural one 
site like a forest or a hill. Using this method I am investigating 
the hill of  Rödberget in the western part of  Umeå looking 
for patterns of  human activity clashing and overlapping with 
traces of  ancient or pagan spirituality.

Rödberget is a unique place within a city of  Umeå, where at 
one spot three spiritual worlds meet: the rock bursts from the 
underworld breaking the homogeneity of  human world and 
touching with the sky in a powerful way. The hill is distinc-
tive because of  its geographical position, as the surrounding 

landscape somewhat flat and homogeneous, yet, its uniqueness 
comes from an atmosphere it possess. The strange feeling of  
solemnity and timelessness is very vivid there, and although, 
being a quite subjective quality, it is a quality nonetheless. 

I would like to explain this feeling of  religiously not related 
spirituality by a number of  objective reasons. First of  all, the 
presence of  the immense rock that tops the hill in a terraced 
and sculptural manner, making the access of  the very peak 
quite a challenge, despite being not a tall mountain at all. 
Second of  all, the hill is full of  human interventions, various 
shelters built from local laying around branches and sticks or 
tree decks of  some sort. All theses structures contribute to 
a feeling of  mysticism that, although, one can not see them, 
someone is here around. Finally, the present of  (at least) few 
ancient graves, scattered somewhere between heavy boulders. 
Once an island, it was definitely to small and rocky to dwell, 

Descriptive intervention: exposing Rödberget

1.20. Panoramic view from the top of  Rödberget facing east.
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1.21. A shelter in the middle part of  the hill, near the fireplace. 1.22. A structure in the trees, on the eastern slope of  the hill. 
1.23. A shelter from residual branches and sticks, in the south-eastern part of  the hill, near the main entrance.



however, it was in a well-visible and monumental position - in 
the middle of  prehistoric fjord, close to many known ancient 
campsites - therefore, likely, was a holly site of  death. A place 
where primordial Northerners came to release their ancestors 
to the afterlife.

As a concluding action of  the Part I, I made a rigorous study 
of  Rödberget, to expose the objects it consists of  and the 
spatial expression it has as a whole, as sanctuary in a land 
form. Because the intense architectural intervening already 
is there, made by other people, any additional design or a 
proposition of  any kind felt redundant and not needed at all. 
What felt needed instead, was an exposed overarching reading 
of  the place as it is - timeless and fragile all the same. Since, 
any picture or a map I would provide would have a subjective 
origin, given the unorthodox qualities the place embodies, I 
chose a method of  “memory drawing” - a subjective approach 
in its essence. The action is as simple as it sounds - it is a draw-
ing of  the hill form my own memory, visiting it a number of  
times before and having a clear picture of  it in my mind. The 
outcome, however, is multi-layered and complex, potentially 
containing many readings within. The goal is to convey the 
spatial and spiritual qualities of  the Rödberget for any observ-
ers as if  they are visiting the place themselves, with their own 
impressions and remarks. After all, the only intervention that is 
needed is a descriptive one.

(for the full map see the Atlas of  Sacral Umeå)
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Chapter IV 
Institutionalized Sacredness

Sacral urbanity

Previous page - 2.1. Church symbols from a ritual sámi drum. 
2.2. King Olof  on a coin from 11th century. 2.3. A woodcut depicting the Temple at Uppsala, 1555. 2.4. King Gustav Vasa on a 
painting, 1542.

From the early medieval ages every Christian city was defined 
by a church. It was tallest, most central and architecturally most 
significant building in a medieval city. The space surrounding a 
church was the most important open place for gathering, reli-
gious and civic events or even commerce. Umeå was not an ex-
ception. From the first village in Backens area around 12-13th 
century to the re-founding of  the city in the beginning of  17th 
century, a church or kyrka was an urban center and focus point 
of  the society (Umeå Kommun 2014). However, during the 
later ages - especially 19th and 20th century - the main church 
building in Umeå - Stads Kyrka, was losing its spatial impor-
tance. Taller commercial buildings started looming over it and 
the temple itself  was shyly sitting behind trees. The Kyrkstorget 
(church square) as such is long gone - after the great city fire in 
1892 it was converted into another idyllic city park. Therefore, 
Chapter IV looks into the evolution of  the politics of  ecclesias-
tics and its urban reflection on the city’s face in Umeå.

When looking back to the history of  the Church of  Sweden, 
I would like to split its existence into three main periods. The 
first period starts with the baptism of  the Swedish King Olof  
around 1000AD and continues till the Reformation initiated 
by King Gustav Vasa in 1523. Second period started at 1604 
when King Karl IX made Lutheran Church the official church 
of  the Kingdom of  Sweden (Swedish Institute). The latter 
period lasted almost 400 hundred years, until the Church of  
Sweden was separated from the state in year 2000 (Svenska 
Kyrkan 2016). Sweden became the first Scandinavian country 
without a state religion, and thus, a new period in the in the 
existence of  the Church have started - the period which name 
and agenda is still unclear. When the role of  the Church as an 
institution and its spatial appearance in an urban environment 
is constantly challenged by ideals of  the post-modern capitalist 
notion of  the society.

~1000 AD
Swedish King 
Olof  baptized

1523
King Gustav Vasa 
promoting the 
swedish reformers

1164
Swedish King Eric the Saint 
was the first king to be 
consecrated at cathedral in 
the place of  the old Norse 
Temple of  Uppsala

Old Christian state religion Turmoil and the 
Reformation

~12-13th ct.
The first wooden church 
was built in Backen area as 
the center of  Umeå  (Vma) 
parish and the main 
ecclesiastical center in all 
Nordland

1508
The first stone church in 
Nordland was built in 
Umeå in the place of  old 
wooden church

Umeå Church timeline

Sweden Church timeline
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2.5. A map of  the Northern coast of  Sweden, 17th century. 2.6. Demonstration angainst the Kyrkbron, 1971. 2.7. King Karl IX 
on a coin, 1607-1611.
Next page - Church urban layout & spatial influence map, Umeå (for the full map see the Atlas of  Sacral Umeå).

1604
King Karl IX uses the Lutheran 
church as an instrument in his 
power struggle against his 
nephew - last Cathalic king 
Sigismund

2000 
Separetion of  
church from 
state

Turmoil and the 
Reformation

Lutheran state religion Unclear role of  
the Church

1508
The first stone church in 
Nordland was built in 
Umeå in the place of  old 
wooden church

1621
The new city is founded 
5 km downstream with 
a new wooden church

1971
The demonstration and 
opposition against the 
construction of  Kyrkbron.
One of  the city's largest 
urban political conflicts so 
far.

Despite the recent trends of  ecclesiastical decline, during the 
last 400 years the Church of  Sweden managed to become a 
well established institution, in hold of  assets of  around 40 
billion SEK all over the country (Swedish Institute). In Umeå 
alone, the Church of  Sweden runs at least 11 churches and 
many auxiliary premises such as “church corners” in schools, 
parish houses, chapels in both the University and the Hospital 
and even summer houses. Not even mentioning three cem-
eteries within the city limits with ceremonial chapels and a 
crematorium. What concern this thesis, though, is how these 
facilities are placed within the city tissue, and what spatial lan-
guage and qualities they posses. Moreover, keeping in mind the 
retrenchment of  the institution itself, how is that going to af-
fect the urban heterogeneity of  the city? Or could the Church, 
perhaps, use this contraction to rethink its material appearance 
and to strengthen the key urban emplacements in the contem-
porary Umeå?

When it comes to sacral urbanity, the notion carries a mes-
sage of  a traditional city planning when a church as one of  
the most important structure in a city, is usually placed in an 
intersection of  few main axes or on a higher well visible place. 
This way a church serves not only as a place of  worship, and 
a symbol of  unearthly power, but also as an orientation point 
in the chaos of  profane urbanity. At this point, I am bringing 
back the example of  replanning of  Rome drawn by Antonio 
Bordino (p. 11) where he connects the main sacred landmarks 
of  post-medieval chaotic Rome with a system of  straight and 
bold axes, re-establishing the spatial order and urban clarity of  
the city. The intention of  the operation was to make the holly 
city for pilgrims from all over the world an easy readable and 
well ordered place to visit (Aureli 2011, p. 101). Hence, the 
mappings in this chapter, explores the possibility of  this sacral 
urbanity in the city of  Umeå, looking for spatial patterns and 
hidden urban structures within the profane grid of  streets.
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Desacralized sacred space

What kind of  qualities makes a place sacred? Does architecture 
as a spatial discipline has a power of  creating a sacred atmo-
sphere or is it only an emphasizing tool? These questions and 
many more are bothering architects that are facing the task 
of  designing a place of  worship. As attributes of  the sacred 
they are dealing with natural light and shadows, tranquility, 
symbolism, ornamentation and well-articulated context. Old 
traditions of  sacred space in different religions are similar and 
usually follows a strict narrative and sequence of  experiences 
that are formed and punctuated by gates, gardens, pools of  
water, contrasts of  light and monumentality of  space (Turner 
1979, p. 21-28). 

To see such an example the local people in Umeå do not have 
to look far. An oldest church in the city - Backen kyrka is a 
fine illustration of  a simple, yet powerful way of  exposing the 
sacrality of  place. A modest stone wall surrounds the building 

in a respectful distance, giving room for a cemetery and some 
greenery, also clearing the air form noise and rush of  profane 
streets. The sanctuary itself  appears clear and strong, when 
accessing it through the main gate, along the green alley of  old  
trees. All around there are graves of  hundreds years old, giving 
even more solemnity to ones thoughts. In the end one enters 
the airy and surprisingly bright space through heavy and old 
oak door and sees the altar on the opposite end of  the nave, 
highlighted by carefully placed windows and a gentle platform.

The situation concerning the rest of  many Umeå praying 
houses is quite different though, some of  the modernist 
churches are placed adjacent to parking lots, food stores or 
in some cases inside the profane buildings that never meant 
to be a place of  worship. The buildings that were designed as 
sanctuaries (in some cases even with a competition) are often 
lacking the site specific qualities of  placement and orientation 

2.8. The entrance gate to Backens kyrka. Oldest church in Umeå, built in 1508. A good example of  traditional ecclesiastic sacred 
space, with a gate, parvis, a temple and finally an altar inside.
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2.9. Tegs kyrka, built in brutalist style in 1969 after an architectural competition whih was won by Carl Hampus Bergman. The 
church is boldly put in near the intersection of  two very intense streets, in front of  a market and a food store with no distinctive 
saptial sequence of  accessing the inside space and the altar.



An atlas of  churches is a mapping and documentation of  pray-
ing houses in Umeå, exploring spatial language and spiritual 
qualities they posses. The variety of  religious premises in the 
city is wide, from the medieval Backen Kyrka or neo-gothic 
Stads Kyrka to meeting and praying rooms in the profane 
buildings. To expose the recent trends of  desacralization and 
proclaimed humanization of  sacred space, I am highlighting 
few distinct religious localities in the network of  praying 
houses of  the Church of  Sweden in Umeå. Also exploring the 
placement of  the church as well as adjacencies and urban con-
text, to see how the sacred space is being accessed by visitors 
and seen by passers-by. 

(for the full map see the Atlas of  Sacral Umeå)
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Böleängskyrkan
1979

The church is located adjacent to ICA store, in front of  it’s 
parking lot in Böleäng, South West Umeå. Böleängskyrkan  
consist of  a modest ceremonial room and other facilities for 
parish needs (Svenska Kyrkan 2016). There is a possibility 
to rent premises for other events. The site of  the church is 
surrounded by streets from two sides and a parking lot from 
one side. The building is sharing a wall with ICA on the fourth 
side. On the northern edge of  the plot, close to the street, 
there is a belfry - modest wooden framed tower with a metal 
roof, well visible while accessing the church from the east. The 
front side of  the church is dominated by a parking lot and 
advertising banners of  ICA store. The northern side of  the 
church is adjacent to the loading dock of  the store.

2.10. Böleängskyrkan rite room. 2.11. Böleängskyrkan from outside. On the left - ICA supermarket. 
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Goods loading dock of  
“ICA” supermarket

Church rite room

“ICA” supermarket

Parking of  “ICA” supermarket
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2.12. Västerlättskyrkan (St. Staffan) rite room. 2.13. Västerlättskyrkan (St. Staffan) from outside. On the right ICA supermarket. 

Västerslättskyrkan (St. Staffan)
1957/1976 - Sune Flök/ Bertil Håkansson - Modern/Func-
tionalism

The church has previously been a store. “Konsum” built a cir-
cular store in Västerslätt in 1957. During the autumn of  1976 
began the process of  converting the store to a church (Svenska 
Kyrkan 2016). The uncommon circular layout and a sensitive 
daylight access from the top skylight, made the shop an ideal 
place for a praying house. The shopping hall was clad in yellow 
brick and the goods intake door was glazed. Walls and ceilings 
were plastered white and the floor was made   of  ceramic tiles. 
Today, the surroundings of  the church are dominated by the 
ICA store and its parking lot on the north-east side. In the 
south-west corner of  the plot, in a well visible place, a mod-
ern-shaped belfry is positioned, overlooking the main streets 
leading to the church from the west, south and south-east.
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Community house

Church rite room - a former food store

Belfry

Parking lot of  “Coop” supermakret
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Ålidhemskyrka
1973 - Carl Nyrén - Modern/Functionalism

Architect Carl Nyrén won an architectural competition with a 
proposal “För alla” (for all). The architect has chosen a lighter 
version of  church with wooden structure and large windows 
as opposed to the more common and darker versions of  brick 
and concrete (Svenska Kyrkan 2016). Typical of  functionalism 
the church is almost completely devoid of  any ornamentation, 
sculptures and artifacts, and following a democratic spirit it is 
in one and the same plane with the ground; no stairs or plat-
form was proposed. The belfry was designed by Soren Thurell 
and has a more vernacular shape in contrast to anonymous 
contemporary church building. The context of  the church is 
neutral; it is surrounded by small pine grove. A pedestrian-bi-
cycle path is running by on the southern and western sides, 
and it is the main access to the church as well.

2.14. Ålidhemskyrkan interior fragment of  the ceremonial hall. 2.15. Ålidhemskyrkan from the outside. On the left - primary 
school and community center.
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Chapter V 
Post-modern Ritual City

Ritual as a common

Even though the society in Sweden is considered more and 
more secular it still hangs on to most of  its traditional rituals, 
which may be either with religious or profane background. 
Most of  the community rituals are in the form of  celebrations 
and holidays such as Walpurgis (Valborg) or Christmas for 
instance. However, personal or family rituals such as baptism 
or wedding are still very common among swedes and are often 
related to religion and performed in a church, despite of  the 
decreasing regular attendance of  Sunday services and other re-
ligious occasions (Swedish Institute). It seems that the society 
tends to relate back to the religion during the most important 
moments of  their lives as birth, union or death. Consequently, 
the Chapter V overviews the existing dominant rituals in the 
post-modern Swedish society by looking at different parame-
ters such as time, spatial expression and historic origins, trying 
to question the connection between ritualism and religiousness 
and to prove the enduring spirituality of  the society. 

The widespread definition of  a ritual is one-fold and narrow. 
As it is inscribed in Oxford dictionary: “The ritual is a religious 
or a solemn ceremony consisting of  a series of  actions per-
formed according to a prescribed order” (Oxford dictionaries 
2016). This definition, being relatively accurate, still misses 
the more important part of  a reason. The reason for ritualism 
become even more curious in the secularized society, where 
the religion is neither an authority nor an obligation to pre-
form rituals anymore. Thus, it appears that the post-modern 
ritualism is based on the social interaction and the change 
of  seasons instead. Moreover, rituals strongly contribute to a 
sense of  common in the contemporary internet media based 
population and brings the crowd or public spirituality and a 
heterogeneous experience (in a sense of  time and space) back 
to excessively uniform, in both appearance and behaviour, the 
post-modern city. What is this public spirituality and how it is 
translated to a spatial form of  a ritual city?
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Calendar of  Swedish festivities. The middle part of  diagram shows origin of  ritual, from pagan to modernization period. The 
outer circle shows if  the festivity is celebrated in family, community or in public.
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Walpurgis (Valborg) eve

In the Middle Ages, the administrative year ended on 30 April. 
Accordingly, this was a day of  festivity among the merchants 
and craftsmen of  a town, with trick or treat, dancing and 
singing in preparation for the forthcoming celebration of  
spring. Nowadays Walpurgis is celebrated with a big bonfire 
and choral singing that usually attracts many people to watch 
and participate (Swedish Institute).

In Umeå Walpurgis is being celebrated in many places ant the 
same time, as every neighborhood tends to arrange their small 
festivity themselves. The most popular destinations to watch 
the fire is usually the University main campus and Ön - the 
island in the river attracting big crowds of  residents from all 
over the city.

Midsummer eve

Ever since the 6th century AD, Midsummer bonfires have 
been lit around Europe. Midsummer Night is the lightest of  
the year and was long considered a magical night, as it was the 
best time for telling people’s futures. The origin of  midsum-
mer eave is pagan, therefore there is no connection to a reli-
gion whatsoever. Midsummer is celebration usually consist of  
eating dinner, setting the maypole - symbol of  fertility, dancing 
around it and singing (Swedish Institute).

In Umeå midsummer is being celebrated in few places as well. 
Döbelns park tends to gather lots of  people as it is an official 
midsummer eave celebration held by municipality. Alterna-
tively, Västerbottens Museum is also a popular destination, 
where people dance around the maypole and play games in the 
vernacular atmosphere of  Swedish village.

2.16. Walpurgis or Valborg celebration in the University main campus, in Umeå. 2.17. Midsummer eave festivity in the Västerbot-
tens Museum, Umeå.
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Advent

Advent means arrival, or coming. Since the 5th century AD, 
it has heralded the Christmas season and the birth of  Christ. 
Since the 1890s, the custom in Sweden has been to light a 
candle every Sunday during Advent. It’s a period of  tranquillity 
and time with family, friends or even neighbourhood to have 
a dinner together and share coming Christmas spirit (Swedish 
Institute).

In Umeå Advent as a ritual does not have a clear spatial ex-
pression in the city. It is rather a family celebration. However, 
the community dinners are quite common, when people from 
neighbourhood gathers together, eats traditional Advent dishes 
and spends some time talking and singing.

St Lucia

In the old almanac, Lucia Night was the longest of  the year. It 
was a dangerous night when supernatural beings were abroad 
and all animals could speak. Thus the name may be associated 
with both lux (light) and Lucifer (Satan), and its origins are dif-
ficult to determine. The celebration is mostly associated with 
appearance of  a white-clad Lucia with a bright candle crown 
and a singing procession (Swedish Institute).

In Umeå St. Lucia is also celebrated with a singing procession 
of  white-dressed children with candles. The procession itself  
is not bound to a specific place, but is visiting many public 
space in the city singing for people there. There is usually 
more than few processions happening at the same time. Also 
in Umeå people tend to gather in the local churches to sing 
church hymns and Christmas songs.

2.18. Four advent candles symbolizing four weeks remaining until the Christmas. 2.19. St. Lucia celebration in UMA school of  
architecture, with children singing church hymns and Christmas songs.
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Ritual as a space

Without a clear and distinctive church square, the city of  
Umeå does not posses any public space of  solely religious 
purpose. As a result, such ecclesiastic celebrations as Christmas 
or St. Lucia, are not bound to the Church in any spatial and 
visual way.  They are more and more becoming as an abstract 
festivity of  the profane city, where shop windows and adver-
tisements are the most bright and noticeable manifestation of  
Advent period and Christmas for instance. Since the reason of  
a ritual, it seems, is not of  religious origin anymore, what are 
the spaces then these rituals performed in? What contributes 
to the selection of  a specific site? And finally, what could be a 
reading or a picture of  a city expressed via its ritualism? 

Map of  Ritual Umeå exposes a different view of  the city, as 
a collection of  distinctive sites and spaces where rituals are 
being performed. These places qualitatively are not exceptional 
in any way. Places of  Ritual cloud be a square surrounded by 

shops in a city center, a University campus or a mere field of  
grass. What makes these localities explicitly unique is their pro-
fane and spiritual duality, when repeatedly, one time per year, 
they become a place of  extraordinary experience of  collective 
celebration and a sense of  common. 

Also the mapping relates the festivities of  Umeå to the sun 
path and the length of  the day, observing the duration of  day-
light or darkness during the time of  celebration. Here in the 
North the daylight is crucial, marking the opposite seasons of  
the year, with almost no sunlight during Christmas in Winter 
with the complete 24-hour day on the time of  Midsummer 
eve. Therefore, by bringing up the two-fold state of  profane 
and ritual spaces and their connection to the sun path and 
time, the whole new manifestation of  Umeå is apparent as the 
city of  palpable heterogeneity of  time and space, expressed by 
the spiritual behaviour of  its residents.
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Chapter VI 
Situated Speculations

A hidden landmark - rethinking Kyrktorget

The change of  qualities and ongoing desacralization of  reli-
gious sacred space and the loss of  memberships of  the Church 
of  Sweden in Umeå is evident, which is often explained by 
the secularization of  the society. Could the Church of  Swe-
den counter current contraction trends by rethinking its own 
spatial and material appearance in the post-modern city by 
humanizing and adapting the religious sacred space to the con-
temporary public and social needs? Or should the Church in-
stead use the present contraction as an opportunity to densify 
and anchor the sacrality of  space? The Chapter VI speculates 
about the different possible manifestation of  religious sacred 
space, bringing back and highlighting the narrative of  access 
and the solemnity of  space, opposed to the current notion of  
the democratic institution and universal use. The main purpose 
of  these speculations is not to propose a better public space or 
a more beautiful architecture, but to stimulate a discussion of  
alternative ways of  planing a heterogeneous city.

A hidden landmark is a remark of  current state of  urban place-
ment, context and an political attitude towards the Stads Kyrka 
- the main city church in Umeå. Since the founding of  the city 
some-when in the 13th century in what today is Backen area, 
and re-founding it in the 17th century in the current position, 
the church building always has been the most dominant and 
significant object both spatially and socially (Eriksson 1975). 
The church square was the place of  civic events as well as the 
space that showed the power and the importance of  Protestant 
Church. During the ages the square had many different shapes 
and sizes, however, after the great city fire in 1892, in a spirit 
of  modernization and secularization it was converted to a park, 
which later even became a city’s football pitch (Länsstyrelsen 
Västerbotten 2009). Could a restoration of  the church square 
bring back the semantic significance of  the Stads Kyrka as the 
landmark of  the city? And could the new church square mark a 
revival of  sacrality of  religious sacred space?

2.20. Fragment from a picture of  Uhma (Umeå), 1701. Stads Kyrka is shown as one of  the most important objects in the city, 
along with the governors residence.
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2.21. Umeå city map, 1648. Black fill - approximate limits of  church square. Hatch - approximate limits of  church plot. 2.22. 
Umeå city map, 1783. 2.23. Umeå city map, 1845. 2.24.Umeå city map, 1899.+
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Vänortsparken block

Church block Döbelns park
block

2.25. Umeå re-planning project after the city fire, 1889. Old city blocks marked by dashed black line. Proposed new city blocks 
marked in grey fill. New streets marked by names.
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Restored square - pavement

Uncovered graves - lawn/stone

Vänortsparken

Stads Kyrka

Döbelns park

The old Kyrktorget restored to the original limits before the fire and delimited by different pavement. Old graves uncovered in the 
South-east corner with exposed limits and highlighted with vegetation or stone (Haasum 1972). Almost all existing valuable trees 
are to be kept. Traffic in the existing Storgatan street is left as it is, with reduced speed. Vänortsparken serves as an integral part 
of  the Kyrktorget, attracting people from pedestrian Kungsgatan in the Northern limit. Döbelns park is kept for civic use.
Next page - view towards the Kyrkstorget from the Vänortsparken in the Northern side.
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Convenient juxtapositions - imagining a new typology

In the last few decades there is a tendency in Umeå of  super-
market food stores and churches being in a close proximity 
to each other. It is difficult to explain this phenomena by any 
functional, social or urban logic, yet it is the case in at least 
three out of  ten churches in the city. Could this be a sign of  
secularization of  the institution itself ? Or is it a proof  of  
rampant capitalist consumption-based development, which is 
making the city excessively uniform and homogeneous in the 
sense of  spatial and semantic quality. Whichever is the case, 
this awkward combination of  religious architecture and retail 
or commerce facilities could be a convenient juxtaposition 
instead. Even one could go as far as to say that a new typol-
ogy is possible to found in this coexistence, that relies on the 
antithetical relation to highlight and strengthen the qualities 
within.

The most obvious location to explore this case in more depth 

is Boleängskyrkan in South-West Umeå (p.78). As mentioned 
before, the church is found in a profane building, with almost 
no distinction or architectural detail that tells its real function. 
Only in the Northern corner of  the plot, close to the street a 
belfry with a cross on top is placed - the only religious symbol 
whatsoever. Moreover, in the same building there is ICA food 
store, which also shares a parking lot with the church. Thus, 
the question is how to exploit this extremely profane environ-
ment to create a solemn and sacral atmosphere that church 
requires. As a main design tool applied is a wall. As a linear 
spatial element it has the greatest potential to create desired 
spiritual qualities as well as to delineate the space. In the Swed-
ish tradition the stone wall always has been one of  key element 
in the religious sacred space, most of  the old churches and 
many new ones are surrounded by an element that marks the 
change from profane world to the space of  a wholly different 
order.

Axonometric view of  the existing spatial appearance of  the church on the left. Speculation of  a possible alternative architectonic 
language on the right. 
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Church courtyard

Entrance to ICA supermarkert

Boleängskyrkan

A well

ICA parking lot

Belfry

ICA goods loading dock

The wall

The existing church in Boleäng is spatially and functionally contested by the profane environment: the supermarket, parking lot, 
loading dock, streets and housing. The neighbourhood itself  is relatively new, built in late 80s, lacks an established urban logic and 
a hierarchy of  space. With a simple act of  enclosing and, thus, dividing the flow of  profane space with a wall, a completely new 
quality of  space is generated. The notion of  wall becomes a powerful tool of  bringing together, but also leaving out. Moreover, 
the atmosphere of  sacred space is made evident by a close proximity of  antithetical ideology of  commerce and consumerism. 
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Chapter VII 
Ethno-topography

A manifesto for Umeå in 2050

Umeå municipality declared a vision of  hitting the mark of  
200 000 inhabitants by the year 2 050 whilst existing popula-
tion barely reaches 120 000 at the moment (Umeå Kommun 
2010). This means wanted rapid growth of  more than 2 300 
people per year. With the average household size as low as 2.14 
person, more than 1 000 new apartments or houses will need 
to be built each year (Umeå Kommun 2016). Umeå being the 
biggest (and only) city in the municipality with almost 80 000 
inhabitants (second biggest town of  Holmsund with only 5 
400 residents) is clearly the most obvious destination for the 
desired growth to reside (Umeå Kommun 2016). 

The politicians in Umeå struggle to brand the city as the Cap-
ital of  Norrland in an ongoing “competition” for the limited 
population of  thinning inlands of  the country (Naslund 2014). 
Strategies applied to meet the raised goals are focused on easy 
populist and political outcomes rather than on a creation of  
the qualitative and distinctive urban environment. As a result, 
popping-up residential neighbourhoods and rapid public devel-
opments are overwhelming geographical, cultural and semantic 
qualities of  Ume river estuary. 

In contrast to the fostered urban growth, both the remnants 
of  natural spirituality of  the place and the urban significance 
of  the institutional Church is contracting. Reasons of  the re-
trenchment of  the Church in Sweden, as well as in the rest of  
the western society, are far deeper and older than the current 
urban sprawl. However, the homogenization of  21st century 
living environment could be countered by reanimation of  the 
idea of  sacred space and its importance for human habitat. On 
the one hand, retrenchment of  sacral atmosphere in the city 
could be seen as inevitable outcome of  post-modern capitalist 
society, on the other hand it could also be a great opportunity 
to re-establish and intensify the notion of  multi-qualitative 
spiritual experience in the desacralized post-modern cityscape. 

Ume river valley is strongly characterized by its rich ethno-
graphic landscape, consisting of  ancient historical-cultural 
layers in conjunction with already diminished religious urbanity 
and still strongly present green framework. And precisely be-
cause of  these qualities, it could be a perfect testing ground for 
experimentation with composition of  human living environ-
ment as a set of  relations between spiritual as well as profane 
emplacements. It is even more so because Ume estuary valley 
is under great threat of  aggressive urbanization and prof-
it-driven municipal visions of  boundless growth. 

At a first glance, the recent sustainable urbanism idea of  
densifying the city to keep the society less dependent on cars 
looks logical and valid. Nevertheless, there is a danger of  loss 
of  identity and multidimensionality of  place without a clear 
evaluation and prioritization of  areas which ought to be urban-
ized and which should be kept aside. The qualities that distin-
guish such areas are explicitly sacral or even mythological: the 
presence of  religion, Nordic spirituality of  nature and, most 
importantly, Scandinavian phenomena of  topographical layer-
ing of  history. Consequently, selected cores would lie like dis-
tinctive heterotopic islands in the otherwise fluid and unstable, 
contracting and expanding sea of  domestic urbanity. These 
remaining enclaves, that are thus “saved” and disengaged of  
the profane use, are intensified, restored or left at the current 
natural state and thereby, as an integral formation, makes the 
Archipelago of  the Ethos.

To be able to embody this ethno-topographical notion of  the 
Ume valley as a lagoon and therefore make it evident and real 
yet once more, precise descriptive/prescriptive actions are to 
be taken.

Previous page - 3.1. Symbols of  a ship and a hill from a ritual sámi drum. 
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Identification and selection
As the first action, the particular “islands” are selected nei-
ther because of  a subjective personal taste, nor as a result of  
public opinion or a political reason. The only criteria to be 
applied is based on the cultural, historical (archaeological) and/
or biological evidence of  sites significance and uniqueness in 
the comparison to the rest of  the surrounding environment. 
Exceptionally focusing on the existing presence of  any kind 
of  spirituality, be it ecclesiastic religious, ancestral historic or 
even Sámi-like natural one, which are most often found in 
an extreme juxtaposition to the profane everyday-urbanity 
or even overlapped with it. This immediate change of  emo-
tional atmosphere – from the profane domestic one to the 
meditational sacral one - is an extremely valuable leftover of  
the spreading urbanization of  the countryside as spatial and 
semantic orientation points in the flow of  space. Therefore, 
the enclaves of  existing “sacrality” would vary from a more 
common churchyard or a cemetery to the actual former pre-
historic islands in a form of  present-day hills, and each would 
be identifiable as a unique unit in the archipelago puzzle.

Another essential aspect of  the archipelago is its limitless-
ness and absence of  shape. It should be perceived as a fluid 
formation or agglomeration, ignoring and despising any kind 
of  political municipal limits or administrations, just like the 
contemporary rampant free-flowing urbanity is, spreading and 
splashing out through the borders that should contain and 
define it. Thus, the identification of  archipelago pieces is at 
the least based on the existing understanding of  what the city 
is and where it ends. Rather it is built upon the strength and 
intensity of  physical, visual and semantic relations between 
different entities in it. Where the connections and relations 
become weak and thin the archipelago dissolves and a new one 
starts instead.

Differentiation
The second action is to categorize and differentiate the system 
of  islands so that the proclaimed heterogeneity and diversity 
of  Umeå would be highlighted even more. Because of  the 
previously explained presence of  different kinds of  sacredness 
in the urban tissue, the first obvious division is between the 
religious urban islands-communities and natural spirituality of  
Nordic landscape. Meanwhile, the second available differenti-
ation is based on the straightforward geographical positioning 
of  islands looking for evident agglomerations and groups. 
These groups aid to look for possible close interrelation and 
coexistence of  sub-archipelagos within. The final and most 
detailed subdivision looks for any urban confrontations or 
conflicts that are related to the island fragments and threaten 
their existence or present appearance. Thus, various issues of  
contemporary society would be superimposed on each of  the 
enclave, making it an alternative laboratory of  the past, the 
present and the future of  the city.

Speculation and association
The following action names the particular features, threats or 
potentials of  each core and assigns a laboratory theme of  a 
purely experimental nature. Assigned themes or types spec-
ulate about the possible future role of  sacred space and its 
appearance in urban environment, either by imposing already 
tested urban/landscape scenarios, or creating new, alternative 
ones. At the same time, these laboratory themes include layers 
of  social metropolitan problems such as overconsumption, 
excessive exploitation of  land, identity loss and many more, to 
sharpen and deepen the scale of  approach.

The speculations are ordered into three main types or exper-
imental propositions that would act as guidelines or universal 
ideas and would be applicable for the rest of  archipelago 
islands. Type I explores the role and the impact of  infrastruc-
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tural developments of  the city, such as highways or railways 
on the defines islands of  archipelago. Type II looks into yet 
another kind of  urban sprawl - the housing and commercial 
constructions that threatens many distinctive and potentially 
historical sites in the city. The last type focuses on the out-
skirts of  the city and the productive landscape of  Norrland. 
The geologic conditions of  rock and fine sand rich soils are 
very attractive for an extensive mining activities around Umeå, 
thus almost every hill is in danger of  being excavated or even 
flatened out. Hence, this phase of  speculations and associa-
tions should have an agenda of  revealing a potential coexist-
ence of  post-modern localized and rooted sacredness with the 
ideals of  future cityscape of  expansion and extraction.

Mediation
The concluding action of  mediation is the step of  reflection and 
acknowledgement. Staying aware of  all parts of  Archipelago 
as equal and inherent is crucial to obtain its sustainability and 
durability. For this reason, the conception this quite contradict-
ing term - “sustainable development” - could suddenly became 
quite valid and conceivable, as all around the fixed and steady 
islands of  Archipelago the urbanity of  the city would be allowed 
to thrive and grow or retreat and contract like an ocean tide, 
with no permanent damage on the cultural and semantic essence 
of  the place itself. However, the identified islands and the rest 
of  the city are not completely detached. On the contrary, none 
of  them are in its fulfilled, completed state without the other. 
The city needs the sacred enclaves as an orientation points or as 
a ethnographic formations which makes it a place instead of  a 
continuity of  space. At the same time, the presence of  the city is 
critical for the islands as a medium or a mass that intensifies and 
strengthens the solemnity of  the sacred cores. Just like in the fa-
mous Nolli map of  Rome (p. 13), where the carved-out essence 
of  the city, like streets, squares and interiors of  churches, is held 
together by the solid black mass of  domestic urbanity. 

Outcomes
The notion of  city as an archipelago is most certainly not 
new, but revoking it in an inverted manner where the islands 
are greenery instead of  an urban block (in contrast to the 
famous Green Archipelago Berlin by Koolhaas and Ungers 
in 1977(Aureli 2011, p. 177)), and letting it through the prism 
of  primordial, as well as modern or even futuristic spirituality, 
could provide us with yet unseen outcomes and discourses. 
The Archipelago of  The Ethos would reflect the history of  
the past, counter the issues of  present and support the goals 
of  future. It would sustain the city as a humanistic environ-
ment, yet pierced and perforated by pieces of  almost surreal 
mythologies and the sobriety of  spiritual mind.

Finally, in the end there is only one question: will Umeå 2050 
be a dystopic or a heterotopic? So far, the current vision of  
Umeå in mid-21st century as purely political, almost colonial 
and absolutely profitable, consumerism creature is promptly 
coming true. The mission of  this manifesto, however, is not to 
obstruct or stop the development and the growth of  the city, 
but rather reposition and redirect its streamline in a sense that 
the visions of  today would not affect the future generations’ 
right to have a past. The manifesto is to achieve that by expos-
ing the city not as an assemblage of  capital and real estate, but 
as assemblage of  localities and memories instead. Therefore, 
the Archipelago of  the Ethos is an archipelago of  places 
which one would recreate and revisit again from time to time 
in one’s memories. 
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Picture of  contemporary Umeå and the water level 3500 years ago. View form Hamrins(berget) island.
Next page - Archipelago of  Umeå composed of  primordial islands of  natural spirituality and the urban sacred cores of  the eccle-
siastic Church. (for the full map see the Atlas of  Sacral Umeå)
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Vision of  the growing city

In the document “PLANKARTA. Fördjupning för Umeå” 
(Planning map. A detailed study for Umeå) the possible future 
growth is shaped and already decided to follow the idea of  
sprawl as well as to densify the existing areas in the city (Umeå 
Kommun 2011). The proposed new neighbourhoods are often 
of  an arbitrary abstract shape, with no clear positioning strat-
egy or any overarching urban identity. It almost feels that the 
pieces in the plan could be moved anywhere else and shaped in 
any other form, as there is no possible reading that these areas 
are bounded or connected to the existing qualities of  the place 
in any way. Someone might argue that this is only a vision, and 
abstract plan and that the areas of  future expansion might get 
another contour during the planning process, however, most 
often the case is that commercial private developers, who are 
responsible for the design process, strictly follows previous 
guidelines and limits to maximize the profit and to save the 
time. All in all, the city of  Umeå lacks a clear, comprehensible 
and sensitive vision of  how to settle the desired population 
twice the size of  the present in only 35 years.

Moreover, national visions of  substantial infrastructural de-
velopments such as Norrbotnianbanan railway line (branded 
very confidently as “Bothnian Green Logistic Corridor”) or E4 
highway are intersecting and wrapping around Umeå, as one 
of  the most important infrastructural nods in the Norrland 
(Trafikverket 2016). These massive commuting corridors are 
just slicing and bordering the city to allow the transportation 
move undisturbed as fast as possible, with no intention of  
contributing to the quality and the identity of  the city itself. 

In brief, the political visions of  growth and prosperity are ris-
ing and falling every decade. What is needed instead is a strong 
and firm vision of  what is the real essence of  the Ume river 
estuary, the one that could survive and prevail the reoccurring 
floods and low-tides of  the urban sprawl.

Consequently, the mapping of  the future developments of  
Umeå is exposing the existing municipal vision of  growth in 
the near future, superimposed by the geologic condition of  the 
Ume river estuary and punctuated by the sacred islands of  the 
Archipelago of  the Ethos. The geologic bottom layer (the pic-
ture on the right) shows the distribution of  bedrock and sand 
sediment - two most valuable resources to mine around Ume 
delta. Also the existing quarries are marked with white patches 
to show the pattern of  the current mining activity, also to be 
able, perhaps, to predict the future targets of  the excavation. 
The next layer shown in the is the Archipelago islands, the 
stable and fixed pieces in the puzzle of  the city, which itself  
lands on top as the final layer in the map. The existing urban 
areas are painted in black, while the future developments and 
infrastructural corridors are hatched (or painted in grey in the 
axonometric view).

This multidimensional approach immediately reveals possible 
conflicts and confrontations, between the future constructions 
or mining activities and the sacred Archipelago cores. In the 
map the islands of  the Archipelago are categorized and dif-
ferentiated into three types according to the impact they are 
facing: the infrastructural, the housing and the productive/ex-
ploitive. From this mapping emerges the next and final chapter 
of  the thesis - Atlas of  Sacred Islands, which is focusing on 
the distinctive example of  each type, to speculate about the 
measures and actions that could reshape and redirect the flow 
of  tame-less urban wave.

On the right - exploded view of  the “Vision of  the growing city” map. On the bottom - geologic condition. In the middle - the 
Archipelago islands. On the top - existing city and future developments.
Next page - Vision of  the growing city. The map shows superimposed layers of  geologies, the Archipelago islands and the city’s 
developments. 
(for the full map see the Atlas of  Sacral Umeå)
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Chapter VIII 
Atlas of  Sacred Islands

Type I: Infrastructure as a landscape - Lidberget

Klabböle

Skravelsjö

Röbäck

Umeå

Soil types
The hill is dominated by the bedrock and moraine soils, with 
some insertions of  gravel, turf  and post-glacial sand. On the 
East side, the hill is hugged by the groundwater sediment sand, 
which is a leftover of  an enormous Ice Age river which used 
to flow from North-West to South-East, across the present day 
Umeå, and is a valuable resource to extract.

River sediment - 
Sand Groundwater 

Sediment

Post-glacial 
sand

Moraine

Rock
Gravel

Turf

Location 
Lidberget is a mountain in the South-West end of  the city. It 
currently sitting just on the outskirt of  Umeå, but  is already 
filled by intense use of  sports, recreation, industries and hous-
ing. It is a popular place to go for a walk or ski in winter. From 
the Norht Lidberget is bordered by Ume river, while in the 
West, South and South-East it is wrapped respectively by the 
villages of  Klabböle and Skravelsjö, and the town of  Röbäck.
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Network tower Quarry Hippodrome
Racing track

Klabböle road

Skravelsjö road

Böleäng road

Röback road

Archeological site of  high awareness
Minor minor archaeological site 
Archaeological sites without visible limits

Future plans
The “West highway link” - the road that is supposed to wrap 
Umeå form the West and North - is planned to cut through 
the North-East slope of  Lidberget. The construction is to be 
started in 2020, although the initial investigation was started 
as early as 1999 (Sundström 1999). Almost all the known ar-
chaeological sites where found during the investigations related 
to the construction of  the road. The archaeologists claim that 
this Western area of  the present-day Umeå was an estuary of  
the river in the Stone Age, thus it was an important spot for 
trade and dwelling to happen (Smeds 2010). Hence, Lidber-
get could be potentially an extremely valuable archaeological 
site for the exploration of  Neolithic and Iron Age culture in 
Northern Sweden.

Structures and infrastructures
The most of  the hill is covered with pine and spruce forest. 
The Northern edge of  the hill is sliced by a Umeå-Sörfors 
road, and on the highest point of  the hill a Network tower is 
placed. On the North-east end, just besides the mountain there 
is an active sand quarry located. Just 500 meters toward south 
there is an old abandoned sand quarry. Few hundred meters 
more towards East there is a hippodrome. The horse racing 
enthusiasts are using paths of  the hill as a practice track for 
racing with horse-pulled carts. Finally, on the very Northern 
edge of  the hill, and a bit deeper inside to South-East direction 
there is a very dense agglomeration of  Stone to Bronze age 
settlements and grave sites. However, most of  this heritage is 
covered with a top-soil layer an is poorly visible. Nevertheless, 
the northern slope of  Lidberget by archaeologists is consid-
ered a valuable area for future investigation of  neolithic culture 
in the Northern Sweden (Smeds 2010).

500m50
0m
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The issue in Lidberget is the confrontation between the clumsy 
and almost unstoppable national-scaled infrastructural projects 
and the value of  the archaeological heritage. The prehistoric 
heritage is extremely difficult to prove valuable as for the wider 
population it is not visible and basically unknown, opposed to 
the medieval heritage in the form of  buildings and artifacts, for 
instance. The National Heritage Board in Stockholm, which has 
the power to protect these archaeological sites, seldom takes 
any action to actually do so. Thus, there is almost no chance 
that this infrastructural development would be stopped soon.

The idea of  this intervention, however, is not to stop or ob-
struct the highway construction on Lidberget, but to actually 
use this development to strengthen the qualities of  the site 
instead. The speculation suggests that the highway would split 
into two lanes and would wrap the hill from both North and 
South sides, forming a gigantic ring-road instead of  just boldly 
cutting through the hill the shortest way. This alternative way, 
not only would reduce the impact of  the construction, as the 
road is twice as narrow as the original one and follows the 
horizontals instead going up-hill, but also would work as a sort 
of  delineation and highlight of  the existing and potential-to-
be-found archaeological sites on the slopes of  Lidberget.  

The final step of  the speculation is to reveal the archaeological 
sites as a sacred landscape of  prehistoric Umeå. Every dwell-
ing site, or a grave would be uncovered and highlighted by a 
light installation, that would resemble the fireplaces of  ancient 
residents of  Ume estuary. The light ray would also bring a ver-
ticality that would work as an orientation landmark in the flow 
of  infrastructural space. Finally, instead of  only a road sign, 
Umeå could suddenly become a place that one would definitely 
remember after passing by on the highway. Therefore, this way 
the notion is shifting from an infrastructure as a border or 
logistics to an infrastructure as a landscape.

Axonometric view of  Lidberget island. On the bottom - a layer of  existing structures and objects on the hill. In the middle - the 
future plans layer with the proposal of  the highway and a influential are marked with grey hatch. On the top the layer of  specula-
tive alternative layout of  the highway.
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The alternative path of  the highway surrounding the hill and following horizontals of  the topography - what used to be a sea 
coast thousands of  years ago - makes an integral part of  a landscape, and outlines the Lidberget to become an island once more.
Next page - collage of  light installations highlighting the ancient remains of  dwelling sites and graves along the path of  the road.
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Type II: Urban confrontation - Lilljansberget

Moraine

Rock

Turf

Postglacial sand

Clay silt

Soil types
The hill is purely dominated by the bedrock with a moraine 
soils only slightly covering Eastern and Western slopes. 
Geologically the hill is quite distinctive from the surrounding 
soft soils of  the valley all around, except the South end, where 
the bedrock continues towards the Ålidhem plateau. The rock 
itself  is visible in many place on the hill, especially on the 
North-West edge, where the composition of  big blocks of  
solid slabs and boulders are looming up to 5 meters in hight.

Location 
Lilljansbeget (Mountain of  Lilies) is located East of  the center 
of  the city, between the University main campus, Berghem and 
Mariehem neighbourhoods. The Northern edge of  the hill is 
more characteristic and has quite steep slopes. The Southern 
end, however, blends to the landscape, with no distinctive 
height difference. The hill is a popular place to go for a walk as 
it is surrounded by dense residential areas and an IKSU sports 
complex on the very Southern edge.
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Mariehem

Berghem

Berghem/Center

Mariehem/Tomtebo

University/Hospital

High potential archaeological area

Minerva school

Student housing

IKSU stadium

Cairns and stone circles

Historical quarries

Medieval hearth site

Archeological site of  high awareness
Archaeological site removed or destroyed
Other archaeological site

Future plans
As a part of  “University and Hospital area Densification Plan”  
Brunnberg & Forshed are planning and designing a new residen-
tial neighbourhood, that is to cover big part of  the rest of  the 
Northern side of  the hill. The new area is claimed to be “nature 
friendly” and designed specifically for this spot. Although, it is 
obvious that the architectural conception, if  there even is one, is 
orientated towards the inside of  the neighbourhood, occupying 
and claiming the hill for itself. All the “site specific” architecture 
and “special identity” is based upon pitched roofs, some wooden 
façades and few rocks (that are more likely are just to expensive 
to explode and remove) that are kept as a center of  the block 
(Brunnberg & Forshed 2016). The well branded notion of  
“site specificness”, however, does not mention any relation nor 
awareness of  the perfectly known ancient graves, just outside the 
houses. Moreover, one newly discovered grave site is probably to 
be removed, as a house is planed straight on top of  it.

Structures and infrastructures
The most of  the hill is covered with pine and spruce forest. In the 
middle part of  the hill there is an ongoing construction of  student 
housing, Minerva school and a preschool. Just south, on the other 
side of  a pedestrian path, a new IKSU athletics stadium with an 
auxiliary facilities is placed. On the hill there is also a new road un-
der construction, which splits it into two parts - the more natural 
and untouched Northern and public and active Southern. On the 
Norht-West slope of  the hill there is housing constructed back in 
2000s, meanwhile form the East and West, the hill is bordered by 
intense streets. There are known archaeological sites in a form of  
stone cairns on the hill since 70s and new ones discovered during 
an investigation related to the new housing in 2004. The most 
recent discoveries were made during a survey in 2014 initiated by 
the proposed housing development. Archaeologists stated that the 
hill has a great potential of  hiding more valuable archaeological 
layers yet to be discovered (Wennstedt Edvinger 2014).
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The danger of  this project, as in many other similar residential/
commercial developments, is its shallowness and insensibility 
to the context and the essence of  the city, more often trying to 
echo the landmark architecture of  the bigger Southern cities. 
Another issue is that the need of  new residential areas in Umeå 
is based on the current stimulated population growth and the 
political vision of  “capital of  Norrland”, yet, the population of  
the inlands is thinning rapidly, thus it allows us to predict that 
the growth is not unlimited (Regionfakta 2016). Therefore, to 
sacrifice the existing ancient places of  the city for the sake of  
temporary vision of  growth and densification is culturally not 
sustainable, to say the least. 

The speculation which is provided in this case is rather simple, yet 
providing a multi-layered outcome. The idea is to take the same 
housing blocks that are proposed, and to rearrange them in the 
empty area just, wrapping it around the hill from North-East. 
The originally proposed houses that are to be built on the edge of  
the hill, is kept as it was though. This way, with the same tools, ar-
chitectural expression, location and, most importantly floor area, 
the qualities of  the hill are not only preserved, but delineated and 
highlighted with a densified, thick urban edge, emphasizing this 
site as a distinctive core in the flow of  the contemporary city.

Finally, the goal of  this speculation is not only the utter and strict 
preservation of  the hill as an object, but to expose the ancient 
sacral quality it secretly posses instead. To do so, the top soil lay-
er is uncovered in stripes that joins and leads the way throughout 
the known grave sites as well as cutting pass the high-potential 
spot of  possible future discoveries. This approach is also reveal-
ing the traditional archaeological method of  surveying the site, 
when certain plots of  land are uncovered, looking for stone for-
mations or soil abnormalities (p. 57). It is also important to point 
out that this expression of  slicing the hill towards the center is 
only a guideline, as it might be reshaped and redirected by the ar-
chaeologists themselves, according to the material found on site 
and the quality of  soils. Thus, this landscape installation, not only 
would sharply expose the existing and potential archaeological 
sites, but also would represent the science of  archaeology itself.

Axonometric view of  Lilljansberget island. On the bottom - a layer of  existing structures and objects on the hill. In the middle - 
the future plans layer with the proposal of  housing blocks and streets. On the top the layer of  speculative alternative layout of  the 
same blocks, and proposing a landscape installation revealing the archaeological as well as geologic qualities of  the place.
Next page - collage of  uncovered soil stripe coming from the depth of  the hill and hitting the surrounding street. 
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The alternative layout of  residential houses hugs the hill form three sides and strengthens the notion of  island in the midst of  
dense urban sea. On the hill itself, the existing known grave sites are uncovered and connected by the strips of  removed soil, 
leading towards the central part of  the hill, where there is a high potential of  rich archaeological layers. From there the strip is 
continued according to the future objects found and could develop into completely different expression that would spatially repre-
sent the method of  archaeological research.
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Type III: Productive landscape - Nyåkersberget

Kullabäck

Tjälamark
500m50

0m

Turf

Rock

Postglacial sand

Moraine

Gravel

Clay silt

Turf

Soil types
Similarly to Lilljansberget, Nyåkersberget is a pure rock forma-
tion, only with slight stretches of  moraine. The surrounding 
soils are also distinctively soft: mostly fine post-glacial sand in 
the West side and various gravels, clay and turf  towards the 
West. Therefore, the mountain geologically is standing out of  
the rest of  the landscape around.

Location 
Nyåkersberget is a mountain in the North-West of  the city, 
around 5km North from Umedalen. The hill is bordered by a 
Umeå-Hissjön road in the East and by the Kullabäck creek in 
the West. The hill is relatively high, the top reaching approxi-
mately 115 meters above the sea level. The most steep slopes 
are located on the Western side, towards the creek. The East 
slope is of  lower angle and not so characteristic.
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Hissjön

Nyåkersberget Quarry 
(rock, gravel)

Umeå (Västerslätt)Archeological site of  high awareness
Minor minor archaeological site 
Archaeological sites without visible limits

500m50
0m

Future plans
In the case of  Nyåkersberget, there are no documented 
information of  any future plans. However, few examples of  
similar quarries from around Umeå are telling that there is a 
great probability that the hill will be devastated irretrievably 
or even flattened out completely. For instance a hill towards 
the East from Umeå that used to be called Stöningsberget, 
now is only a hole in a ground, with no signs of  ancient grave 
that once stood on top of  it (Smeds 2007). Therefore, these 
current cases of  surface mining developments around Umeå 
and the signs of  expansion in the Nyåkersberget quarry itself, 
allows us to speculate and assume that the quarry is likely to be 
expanded along the distribution of  the bedrock under the hill.

Structures and infrastructures
The hill of  Nyåkersberget is comparatively untouched site, 
covered with dense spruce and pine forest. The only exception 
is a fresh rock and gravel quarry, that was started few years ago 
on the Eastern slope of  the hill. The quarry already is showing 
sings of  expansion as the forest around is being cut down to 
prepare the site for further excavation. On the hill there also 
are a big number of  various archaeological sites from Neolithic 
and Bronze ages. Nyåkersberget, as well as most of  the hills 
around Umeå, during one time or another used to be an island. 
Being of  a quite considerable size the isle was a convenient 
spot to dwell. Hence, most of  the archaeological remains on 
the hill are in the form of  hearths and small residual pieces 
that are the proof  of  various crafts and trades that used to 
happen there. Most of  these archaeological sites are covered 
with soil and are not visible, except of  few graves in the form 
of  stone cairns. 

500m50
0m
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When talking about the expansion and the construction of  
the city, the quarries around Umeå are often left out as being 
managed by a completely different logic of  mining. Neverthe-
less, these two fields are closely connected, as the increased 
construction scope also means higher demand of  various local 
extractable resources such as: gravel, sand, rock for paving or 
cladding. Except of  sand, the rest of  these materials are being 
excavated out of  the hills, often destroying the topographical, 
biological/botanical as well as archaeological/sacred qualities 
they usually posses. The pattern of  mining around Umeå is ob-
vious and evident, the question is what can be done to preserve 
the identity and essence of  the Ume river estuary, threatened 
by such a devastating power of  the productive landscape?

The last type of  speculation in the Atlas of  Sacred Islands 
is exploring the possibility of  taming and controlling the 
processes of  mining and excavation. The idea, the same as in 
the previous cases, is not to obstruct the process itself, which 
is unlikely, but to create guidelines or sort of  rules that would 
allow unexpected spatial conditions and invisible semantic 
juxtapositions to emerge. 

These rules are to be simple and clear, yet should have a poten-
tial to preserve the silhouette of  the hill, as well as the ancient 
sites of  dwelling and burial. First of  all, the excavation on a hill 
is only to be allowed continuous and single. That means that 
with starting on one spot the developers can not start the new 
excavation on the other place on the same hill. Second of  all, the 
archaeological sites that are found and defined by archaeologists 
before the excavation are to be preserved with a certain protec-
tion radius. And finally, no archaeological sites can be detached 
from the main body of  the hill, forming separate unaccessible 
enclaves. Thus, with a help of  these guidelines, the destructive 
power of  exploitive mining activities could be used to create an 
additional value of  the hill as a sculpture of  land, punctuated by 
the exposed and visually connected sites of  antiquity.

Axonometric view of  Nyåkersberget island. On the bottom - a layer of  existing structures and objects on the hill. In the middle - 
the prediction of  future possible directions of  excavation. On the top, the layer of  speculative future of  the hill when excavation 
is executed according to the guidelines of  hill preservation.
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The possible future layout of  Nyåkersberget quarry as a temple of  landscape, filled with layers of  ancestral sacredness and the 
power of  exposed rock. The expansion of  excavation is illustrated stage by stage, however, it worth noting that this is only one 
variation of  the final result of  many possible outcomes.
Next page - collage of  the future look of  quarry as a enormous land art or sculpture, exposing visual connections between the 
uncovered archaeological sites.
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Umeå 2050 - the dystopic and the heterotopic

The picture sequence represents the shift of  Umeå urbanity from now to 2050, if  all the planned urban developments are to be 
realized. 

1. 2.

3. 4.
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5. 6.

7. 8.

Next pages - the scale model - “Umeå 2050 - the dystopic and the heterotopic”. The dystopic urbanity of  the city is free-moving 
and unbound, just like a sea, shifting ans splashing around. Meanwhile the heterotopic islands, in the form of  hills and churches, 
are fixed and stable, punctuating and stabilizing Ume river estuary as the “Archipelago of  the Ethos”
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